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Titel: Artificiellt autentisk och autentiskt artificiell 

Undertitel: Upplevelsen av det förflutnas kropp genom påverkan från den transmediala 

narrativa berättelse-världen Outlander  

 

Abstrakt 

Målet och syftet med denna studie är att observera, tolka, och vidareutveckla förståelsen 

för den samtida turistens interagerande med, och omförhandlande av, det historiska 

rummet genom individualistisk påverkan från fiktiva narrativ – i detta fallet, Outlanders 

transmediala berättelsevärld. Genom ett teoretiskt ramverk uppbyggt på materialism, 

påverkan, tidsresande och proteser har jag analyserat och kartlagt både 

kulturarvsplatserna samt Outlander-fansens interaktion med dessa genom att ha deltagit 

själv i två guidade endagarsturer, samt genom en djupgående, om än liten, enkät. I en 

nutid som beskådar hur förhållandet till det förflutna och de platser som kopplas till de 

temporala och spatiala dimensionerna av historien förändras snabbt och omgående, är 

detta projekt avgörande för att vidare förstå denna minneskultur och vidareutvecklandet 

av ett kollektivt minne.  

Resultatet av mina observationer och min enkät påvisar och demonstrerar hur 

omfattande individuell den sensoriska upplevelsen har blivit inom Outlander-turismen i 

Skottland. Genom metoder såsom påverkan och lekfullhet är besökaren inbjuden till att 

tolka platserna i syfte att tillfredsställa deras personliga behov för autencitet i både 

fiktionen, historien, och sensationen. Ändock är inte vikten av, och värdet på, historien 

helt och hållet förlorad; majoriteten av respondenterna demonstrerar ett ökat intresse till 

den faktiska historien, den ’riktiga’ och autentiska, samtidigt som de återinvesterar i det 

’virtuella’ och artificiella. Att bära historiens fysiska kropp som en protes, fullständigt 

beroende av narrativets påverkan, manifesterar den sensoriska upplevelsen och det 

fysiska mötet med rummet som en anpassad sammangjutning mellan historien och 

kroppen; besittningen av den historiska protesen stör fördelaktigt ej den egna kroppens 

integritet.  
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Material, physical, historic space, transmedia, cultural heritage tourism, affect, prosthetic, 

Scotland, cultural/collective/individual memory, memory culture, fan-experience.  
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1 Introduction 
 

“I began writing Outlander for practice. I knew I was supposed to be a novelist, 

but I didn’t know how; and I decided the way to learn was to actually write a 

novel. So, Outlander was my practice book. I was never going to show it to 

anyone, so it didn’t matter what I did with it. It didn’t have to have a genre, so I 

used anything that I like. And I’ve been reading since I was three years old. I like 

a lot of stuff, and I used it all.”1  

 

The result of Diana Gabaldon writing her ‘practice book’, published in 1991, has 

continually affected and reflected on the Scottish historical environment; 2018, twenty-

seven years later, was a record-breaking year for Scottish heritage tourism, Historic 

Environment Scotland reports. Heritage tourists has helped generate approximately 620 

million British pounds through local tourism, with an increase in visitors of 5%. 

Naturally, Edinburgh Castle takes the lead with over 2 million visitors. However, the 

interesting statistics lies within the heritage sites which has featured in popular cultural 

media, the tv-series Outlander in particular. Blackness Castle, Doune Castle and 

Craigmillar Castle were all sites which experienced dramatic increases in their number of 

visitors, Blackness reaching, for the first time, over 50,000 visitors. HES (Historical 

Environment Scotland) calls it the ‘Outlander-effect’, and it has not only increased 

international interest in visiting Scotland, but also encouraged an increase in domestic 

travel.2 The embodiment of history is changing - an immediate consequence of how 

society consumes, experiences, imagines and materialises history.3  

This essay will observe, survey, chart, and analyse this change, aiming to unravel 

the ‘Outlander-effect’ as the transmedial Outlander-experience of Scotland – which, in 

turn, directly affect contemporary historical consciousness concerning Scotland. By 

observing the historical space in Scotland and conducting surveys aimed at Outlander-

fans who have themselves experienced and interacted with this space there will, in the 

end, be a better understanding of what happens in the intersection of the real and the 

virtual, within the space where fact and fiction recreates the same physical bodies of 

                                                 
1
 http://collider.com/diana-gabaldon-outlander-interview/ “Diana Gabaldon on Her ‘Outlander’ Writing 

Process & Knowing Sam Heughan Was Jamie” (accessed 01-02-2019) 
2 https://www.historicenvironment.scot/about-us/news/another-record-breaking-year-for-scottish-

heritage-sites/ “Another record-breaking year for Scottish heritage tourism” (accessed 2019-03-26) 
3 De Groot, Jerome (2016a) p. 278. 

http://collider.com/diana-gabaldon-outlander-interview/
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/about-us/news/another-record-breaking-year-for-scottish-heritage-sites/
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/about-us/news/another-record-breaking-year-for-scottish-heritage-sites/
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castles and palaces. Including a survey aimed at Outlander-tour participants, I aim to 

reflect on and interpret the historical space through other partaking eyes than mine alone.  

Tourism inspired by fiction is not a new phenomenon. A certain fiction-tourism 

has developed during the last eight years in which HBO’s Game of Thrones has run its 

course. Both Croatia and Northern Ireland has seen a dramatic increase in what can also 

be called set-jetting or location vacation – people spend their holidays exploring film- 

and tv-series’ production sets. Fiction generates money in tourism, money which, when 

the fiction has run its course is no longer a guarantee to the nation’s economy.4 The 

memory culture has to persist and be regenerated and reinvested in. This process is 

arguably in its prime in Scotland, heritage sites continually having an increase in visitors 

due to the ‘Outlander-effect’. 

This may not be an imminent concern to the Outlander-experience, the series 

expecting at least two more season and two more book instalments, only now being 

accessible to the US audience on Netflix as of 2019. However, the ‘Outlander-effect’ is 

also leaving a physical mark on the Scottish heritage sites, The Scotsman reporting the 

Fraser clan grave marker had shut down due to ‘high traffic’ and erosion around the 

gravestone in 2018. Culloden battlefield experienced an increase of 28% in visitors during 

2017, much due to the success of Outlander. Nonetheless, Hugh Allison, former manager 

of Culloden Battlefield, now historical tour guide, still argues that the Outlander-fans has 

been coming to Culloden since “[..] as far back as 2000”.5  

The fact that fans of the transmedial story world is arguably cemented in the 

Scottish heritage tourism, the ongoing dramatic increase is crucial to investigate while it 

is happening within the framework of a heritage-tourism in change – in which the 

authentic is become ever more artificial and the tourist having a direct effect on the 

landscape and historical/fictional experience. To experience a historical space used in 

fiction through heritage-tourism is still a growing trend, from Schindler’s List inspired 

Holocaust tours, to Vilhelm Moberg inspired tours of Småland, Sweden, to Lofoten’s 

Viking archaeological park.6 The public wants to experience both fiction and history. 

                                                 
4 Peetre, Benjamin. Sydsvenskan 2019-04-21, p. C8-C11.  
5 https://www.scotsman.com/lifestyle-2-15039/clan-fraser-grave-at-culloden-damaged-amid-outlander-

effect-1-

4721829?fbclid=IwAR2n7lLTEq0I9dn377C0KSyUVQzO8FbPBWFlwExFTg76ZNYPXdWqCRg_YGk 

”Clan Fraser grave at Culloden damaged amid ‘Outlander effect’” (accessed 2019-05-15).  
6 For Schindler’s List tours in Krakow and ‘Mobergland’ tours in Sweden, see Aronsson, Peter, ”Den 

osedda filmen – kulturarv och visualiseringsprocesser” (“The Unseen Film – Cultural Heritage and Visual 

Processes”) in Det förflutna som film och vice versa (The Past as Film and Vice Versa) (2004). For 

Lofoten’s Viking archaeological park see Melotti, Marxiano, The Plastic Venuses (2011).  

https://www.scotsman.com/lifestyle-2-15039/clan-fraser-grave-at-culloden-damaged-amid-outlander-effect-1-4721829?fbclid=IwAR2n7lLTEq0I9dn377C0KSyUVQzO8FbPBWFlwExFTg76ZNYPXdWqCRg_YGk
https://www.scotsman.com/lifestyle-2-15039/clan-fraser-grave-at-culloden-damaged-amid-outlander-effect-1-4721829?fbclid=IwAR2n7lLTEq0I9dn377C0KSyUVQzO8FbPBWFlwExFTg76ZNYPXdWqCRg_YGk
https://www.scotsman.com/lifestyle-2-15039/clan-fraser-grave-at-culloden-damaged-amid-outlander-effect-1-4721829?fbclid=IwAR2n7lLTEq0I9dn377C0KSyUVQzO8FbPBWFlwExFTg76ZNYPXdWqCRg_YGk
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How does one gain a further understanding of this wanting? I aim to do so by investigating 

how the fiction of Outlander materialises within the historical space in Scotland, in spaces 

which constitutes both the tv-series’ production sets as well as cultural heritage. 

Furthermore, my aim is also to turn to the other visitors’ experience of this process. 

Today’s cultural heritage and fictional narratives are constituted by massmedial story 

worlds through which they become interwoven with each other. Thus, this study focuses 

on investigating Outlander’s story world and its affect on the Scottish historical space, 

with the following purpose and aims.  

 

1.1 Purpose and aims 

The aim and purpose of this study is to analyse the processes and elements of the 

recreation of historical space between transmedia audiences and narratives of the past. I 

will be doing so through fictionalised meditations of history, giving further dimensions 

of affective engagement, immersive participation, playfulness, and contemporary 

relations between then and now, the ‘there’ and the ‘here’. History is not the sole 

proprietor of the heritage ‘body’ anymore; since the mass media remediations of 

collective and cultural memories renegotiates how we interact, remember and reinvest in 

it, the individual tourist possesses larger pieces of the historical body for their own 

personal needs of sensory experience.  

My analysis derives from the global phenomenon and franchise of the transmedial  

Outlander-story world, focusing on how its dedicated audience and fans, together with 

further extensions such as guided tours, recreates Scotland’s heritage sites within a 

fictionalised narrative story world - creating new, prosthetic, histories and historical 

consciousness. By participating in Outlander-tours and conducting surveys, my aim is to 

further the understanding on contemporary interplay between materialised and physical 

history, fiction, and embodied space through theories concerning memory, consumption 

of history, affect, body, prosthetics and transmedia.  
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1.2 Previous research 

This section covers existing research on three different, yet interconnected, fields: the 

creation of contemporary memory and identity and accessing the past; affect, embodiment 

and materialised history; and, lastly, on transmedia narratives. By combining these fields 

in a study of embodying historical fiction, and creation of a historical, interactive, space, 

the aim is to reach a further understanding of contemporary and immediate human 

interactions with the past through popular culture's fictional settings. 

 

1.2.1 Memory creation and accessing the past  

The continuous processes and symbolic artefacts Astrid Erll and Ann Rigney claims 

create communality, and, thus, cultural memory, are not bound by space nor time: they 

are of media and (re)mediation. This dynamic element of cultural and collective memory 

is crucial to my study, since it illustrates the importance of it in contemporary society. 

The centre of attention of this study is the mediated processes and “artefacts” which 

individuals and communities share with each other in the (re)creation of (historic) space 

and (historic) time. The process of remembrance and forgetting in cultural memory helps 

individuals and communities to reconfigure and reposition themselves and their 

relationship to the past and memory sites.7 The process of remembering is an active 

engagement with the past - if this engagement stops, canonical memory sites can die out 

if not re-invested in. Memory sites relies on contemporary, subjective, interests and may 

be interpreted differently over time. These interpretations can take many forms, the forms 

that has given life to this study being a series of novels and their transmedial extensions. 

Media’s role in shaping our understanding of the past should not be taken lightly, since 

this mediation directly and actively influences future acts of remembrance. It is also 

important to stress the fact that mediation draws on earlier acts of mediation and patterns 

of representation.8 Therefore, when thinking in terms of mediation, one, too, must think 

in terms of remediation, the repeated media representations of the past.9 

By giving memory-matter new purpose in another medial context one remediates 

the cultural memory.10 This study will focus on several memory sites which fans of 

Outlander actively engage in reproducing, all of them remediating both fictional histories 

and factual histories. The fictional and historical context will, however, focus on the 

                                                 
7 Erll, Astrid & Rigney, Ann (2012) p. 1-2. 
8 Erll, Astrid & Rigney, Ann (2012) p. 2-4. 
9 Erll, Astrid & Rigney, Ann (2012) p. 5. 
10 Erll, Astrid & Rigney, Ann (2012) p. 5. 
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mediated past of the tv-series Outlander, and how this contemporary popular culture 

phenomenon has given these memory sites new, fictional, meaning of time and space 

which allows fans to interact with the imagery of historical fiction as well as historical 

space. I, therefore, conclude that Erll and Rigney’s take on (collective) memory is closely 

linked to that of public history, which is in its essence mediated history. The history which 

has been mediated through popular culture, for example, is what individual rememberers 

might associate memory sites with, since when they are confronted with these, they will 

want to unfold the meaning of it.11 Remediation must also be interpreted in its transmedial 

form, since communities which acts through remediation often are not limited to one 

single media technology.12 However, the subject of transmedia and remembering will be 

covered further on. Beverley Southgate further discusses relations between history and 

fiction; It is important to first establish the value of fiction to perspectives of memories 

in historical research: it “[..] often provides evidence, not so much for historical periods 

in which its stories may be set, but for the time in which it was actually written.”13. 

Historical fiction is not mere entertainment, it also shows our immediate and 

actively engaged relationship with history. Observing this relationship is crucial for the 

understanding of ongoing meaning making of the past in the instant present, which will, 

by Erll and Rigney’s remediating perspective, always affect future reinvesting 

interactions. Southgate believes fiction is what is helping us keep history alive in a 

creative and innovative way.14 Fiction and history share the same aim, to construct 

meaning in our lives, to constructs narratives and stories - and therefore, memories.15 This 

narrative, aimed to give us an existential purpose and meaning, is constantly reviewed 

and revised in accordance to the interests of the present and future. Even if our sense of 

present identity is dependent on the past, we will always employ the narrative subjectively 

and, therefore, differently depending on its immediate purpose.16 

Memory is central in the construction of narratives, both in fiction as well as in 

‘factual’ history itself, being the only tool which let us access and recall the past. Memory 

is therefore crucial to creating identities of our own which gives us claim to a personal 

continuity.17 Southgate draws on a more individual perspective of memory than Erll and 

                                                 
11 Erll, Astrid & Rigney, Ann (2012) p. 110. 
12 Erll, Astrid & Rigney, Ann (2012) p. 9. 
13 Southgate, Beverley (2014) p. 8. 
14 Southgate, Beverley (2014) p. 10. 
15 Southgate, Beverley (2014) p. 12. 
16 Southgate, Beverley (2014) p. 15-17. 
17 Southgate, Beverley (2014) p. 72.  
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Rigney, but to draw from both researches is beneficial to my own since the individual 

memory is also what directly renegotiates and remediates collective remembrance of 

historical time and space.  

“[..] history has become commodified”18; The manifestations of cultural and 

collective memories which we invest in is partly mediated through the commodification 

of history through popular culture, i.e. film, tv-series and interactive video games. In this 

study I focus mainly on fictionalised history, as does Southgate, as well as Jerome De 

Groot. De Groot, however, focus more on the consumption of history.19 De Groot deals 

with materialistic, affective and accessible perspectives of public history. The physicality 

of history is changing, directly impacting how the past is consumed, experienced, 

imagined and materialised.20  

De Groot states that “[..] museum experience is fundamental to the way that we 

experience ‘history’ in society, but is one that presents the ‘visit’ to the past in particularly 

controlled ways”.21 My study will not focus mainly on museums as much as heritage sites, 

but is, as is the case with museums and heritage tourism, interested in an audience’s 

interaction with a past place, which in this instance, has been fictionalised. I will, 

therefore, use De Groot’s perspective as an inlet to analyse my own material.  

As with museums, guided tours with fictional themes such as Outlander, which 

takes the participant to fictionalised yet historical places, underpins the deepened interest 

in the visitor's’ experience with the past: “[..] in interactive education and in immersive 

engagement”.22 In addition, this has an immediate consequence on how we stage the past, 

how we materialise, imagine and consume it.23 History and its heritage has become an 

increasingly valued commodity for nations, acting as an essential resource within tourism 

for both pedagogical value if not for economic development (which emphasises the 

consumption of history).24 The materialism of the nation’s past is of great symbolic 

importance to its collective memory, and also an important ingredient in defining the 

present national self and the imagined community. History becomes a framework, both 

materially and conceptually, which both individuals and collective may interact with in 

their quest for identity.25  

                                                 
18 De Groot, Jerome (2016a) p. 6.  
19 De Groot, Jerome (2016a) p. 5.  
20 De Groot, Jerome (2016a) p. 278. 
21 De Groot, Jerome (2016a) p. 291. 
22 De Groot, Jerome (2016a) p. 294. 
23 De Groot, Jerome (2016a) p. 294. 
24 De Groot, Jerome (2016a) p. 295. 
25 De Groot, Jerome (2016a) p. 297. 
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However, with the commodification and commercialisation of history, the 

possession of heritage is now possible. With this comes a different kind of experience, 

rather than just the physical: it turns into a fantasy of ownership. Even though the 

commodification of, for example, an artefact devalues it, the idea of “ownership” suggests 

a communal opportunity. Access to the experience, as well as ownership, is also vital for 

sparking engagement with the past - the visitor of a museum is now central to its purpose 

and development.26 By drawing parallels to Jackie Hogan’s post-colonial perspective on 

the “tourist gaze”, visitors also “gaze” upon history and heritage as a spectacle. The 

spectacle is sufficiently removed from the tourist’s everyday life to feel different, and that 

feeling of difference is perceived pleasurable to experience. Said pleasure is only 

sustained if the tourist maintains power over the object of their gaze, commonly done 

through photography.27  

“[..] contemporary society demands new ways of thinking about old things” De 

Groot concludes.28 What is materialized or embodied in historical fiction is also a 

reflection of how the past cannot be fully represented in the present. The relationship 

between then and now can never be expressed, we are in a constant state of otherness to 

our past. Even if we, through fictionalised engagement with the past, try to give it a body 

in the present which we can interact with, it merely implies the extensive “[..] 

unknowability of the past, and its strange presence in the present”.29 A materialised object 

of the past is a cornerstone to our understanding of the past itself, and in works of fiction 

functions as an exchange value to its own value. In addition, it allows for a time-slip, a 

movement of sensory experience of affect between a human and an inanimate object. The 

object which implores desire, pleasure or sensation in the physical encounter allows 

someone residing in the present to journey into the past. To experience the past is, still, 

reliant on a mediated physical movement between then and now.30 

Interacting with a fictionalised materialization of the past is a process of mourning 

something that can never be known fully. There will always be an emptiness in our 

process of understanding. Since contemporary mediations of the past can never make 

certain the past in the present, there is also an incompletion to the present itself.31 When 

dealing with a franchise, like Outlander has become, one is dealing with a sort of 

                                                 
26 De Groot, Jerome (2016a) p. 298-301.  
27 Hogan, Jackie (2011) p. 170. 
28 De Groot, Jerome (2016a) p. 304. 
29 De Groot, Jerome (2016b) p. 89. 
30 De Groot, Jerome (2016b) p. 90. 
31 De Groot, Jerome (2016b) p. 113. 
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fictionalised historical universe of its own, with its own past and materializations. When 

visiting film sets in Scotland, I will meet both the past ‘as it is’, that is, with the historical 

place which has a past of its own before Outlander was even created, now also an 

embodiment of historical fiction with an identity of its own. The concept of mourning and 

the affective bridge between then and now will therefore be an interesting perspective as 

I, participating as visitor, will observe a transition between now and then, between history 

and fiction, the material and the concept.  

Outlander being a fiction based on time travel also constructs a flexible concept 

of time and linearity. The perception of time in Outlander, as is the same when concerning 

the undeadliness of history, reminds the audience that they do not know what time is, 

although they might think they do. Time travellers embodies a different temporal agency 

and mediates a different experience of time itself – making the foundations of time 

fragile.32 Time travel embodies the human concern about how we experience time. 

Instead of the linear structured narrative, one is offered a different way of experiencing 

and comprehending time. The temporal experience is, therefore, as fragile as the human 

contemporary identity.33 Viewing Outlander-tours as a temporal, time travelling, 

experience would contribute with an interesting perspective on the creation of time and 

space at the sets.  

To consume history is also to be affected by it to the extent that one invests in the 

fiction both economically and emotionally.34 Creating an affective engagement to the past 

is an essential ingredient to the overall experience of the material, embodied and physical: 

“History has a power in the present, seeming to enable a configuration of identity [..] 

through this affective appeal to the emotive, the physical and the material”.35 Affect 

ultimately connects us bodily to the past, giving history a body of itself in the present.36 

Further on the subject of affect and embodiment will be found below.  

 

1.2.2 Affect, body, prosthetics and history 

Affect refers “[..] generally to bodily capacities to affect and be affected or the 

augmentation or diminution of a body’s capacity to act, to engage, and to connect, such 

that auto affection is linked to the self-feeling of being alive - that is, aliveness or 

                                                 
32 De Groot, Jerome (2016b) p. 119-120. 
33 De Groot, Jerome (2016b) p. 145. 
34 De Groot, Jerome (2016b) p. 183. 
35 De Groot, Jerome (2016b) p. 190. 
36 De Groot, Jerome (2016b) p. 191. 
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vitality”.37 They also stress the relationship of affect and technology, which allows a 

sensory experience and reproduction of bodily affect. Alison Landsberg suggests that the 

affective engagement, apart from the intellectual, is what gives fictionalised narratives of 

the past the importance and its value in recreating contemporary societies’ historical 

knowledge.38 The affective elements of popular history also pinpoint the need of physical 

closeness, as in a personal connection to the past: “The experiential mode is tactile and 

material in the bodily sense. The experiential is first and foremost an affective mode: 

when engaged this way, one’s body is touched, moved, provoked”.39  

A sense of immediate access to the past bridges the relationship between now and 

then, giving the body a way of transport to affectively experience something other. This 

access is given to society through contemporary popular-culture: film, tv-series, 

videogames or experiential museums. We want to experience an intimate connection to 

the events, people and situations of the past, and media gives this ‘authentic’ material that 

we can bear witness to and interact with.40 Landsberg further “[..] explores the complexity 

of being touched by history”41 (author’s intonation), arguing that the widespread desire 

of touch and be touched by history should not be interpreted as naive, which also 

emphasize the experiential experience’s cognitive or intellectual awareness.42   

Landsberg states that to understand how subjectivity is formed, knowledge 

produced and acquired, we must understand the affected as an embodied being, 

highlighting the external influence bodies experience in an ongoing affective relationship 

to the past. An affective interaction or engagement works catalytically to provoke new 

thought or action. Affect is exceedingly social – unlike emotion, affect is determined by 

cultural and collective frameworks.43 Mediated representations of the past which affect 

its recipient creates a bodily response, this response being a testimony to the lived, real, 

experience, which also means that an affective experience takes place within the 

individual.44 As opposed to identification, ‘affective engagement’ does not require the 

affected to abandon his or her subject position. The affected is instead encouraged to 

                                                 
37 Ticineto Clough, Patricia & Halley, Jean (2007) p. 2. 
38 Landsberg, Alison (2015) p. 2. 
39 Landsberg, Alison (2015) p. 3.  
40 Landsberg, Alison (2015) p. 6–7. 
41 Landsberg, Alison (2015) p. 10. 
42 Landsberg, Alison (2015) p. 10. 
43 Landsberg, Alison (2015) p. 17–18.  
44 Landsberg, Alison (2015) p. 19–20. 
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‘stay’ in his or her own while encountering the historical other intimately in a kind of 

immersive participation.45  

I aim to try and merge Landsberg’s own thoughts on body, affect and (mass 

media) technology with her work on prosthetic memory, linking the prosthetic to that of 

affect through Lisa Blackman’s concept of entity and twosomeness of bodies in 

Immaterial Bodies. Even though Landsberg focuses mainly on the constitution of 

memory, and, therefore, identity, I am still interested in the prosthetic part of the 

prosthetic memory. Engaging the Past, in a sense, moves beyond the prosthetic memory, 

exploring instead the ramifications of it which constitute history and the knowledge of it. 

The prosthetic would instead, in this case, be a theoretical tool for affect and creation of 

historical narrative. To implement and develop the prosthetic into the theoretical 

framework I must first cover the research done by Landsberg on her prosthetic memory. 

Further discussions on the value of prosthetics and its usefulness to this study will be dealt 

with in my theoretical frameworks.  

Landsberg moves quite to the opposite side of the memory spectra in Prosthetic 

Memory when compared with other scholars. I cannot, however, evade the aspects of her 

prosthetic memory creation which could, conveniently, develop the aspects of affect and 

embodiment when concerning history and fiction. Being a new form of public cultural 

memory, and therefore better suited in this subheading since it is not directly related with, 

for example, Erll and Rigney’s take on collective/cultural memory. Prosthetic memory 

emerges as a kind of public memory when a person interacts with a historical narrative at 

an experiential site. When watching a historical movie, or when visiting a museum, “[..] 

the person does not simply apprehend a historical narrative but takes on a more personal, 

deeply felt memory of a past event through which he or she did not live. The resulting 

prosthetic memory could shape that person’s subjectivity and politics”.46 Modern 

technologies enable individuals and communities to require memories which they have 

no ties to, regardless of which group the memory exclusively belonged to in the past.47  

Most importantly, prosthetic memory lets people acquire memories of historical 

pasts which they did not live through. Memory becomes a sensuous phenomenon, which 

is experienced bodily and through its power to affect. However, with prosthetic memory 

remains the contemporary moment, even though one feels connected to the past.48 

                                                 
45 Landsberg, Alison (2015) p. 21. 
46 Landsberg, Alison (2004) p. 2. 
47 Landsberg, Alison (2004) p. 2. 
48 Landsberg, Alison (2004) p. 8–9.  
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Through prosthetic memories one need not experience or live through, for example, 

trauma to be able to wear the scars of it as a memory of their own.49  

First, a prosthetic memory is not a product of lived experience, hence, it is not 

natural - deriving from a mediated representation of the past, and someone’s engagement 

to it. Secondly, the memories are worn on the body - hence the name prosthetic, referring 

to the artificial limb. This, too, underpins its reliance on the sensuous experience of 

mediated representations of the past.50 It also underpins its availability as purchasable, 

and, therefore, the prosthetic would seem more accessible than the “real” limb to those 

who have the means to ‘buy’ it.51 Thirdly, ‘prosthetic’ also signals their 

interchangeability, exchangeability and commodified form: allowing them to circulate 

more easily, available to those who can pay, enabling a transmission of memories.52  

Lastly, Landsberg “[..] call these memories prosthetic to underscore their usefulness. 

Because they feel real, they help condition how a person thinks about the world and might 

be instrumental in articulating an ethical relation to the other”.53 This section has mainly 

laid the foundation for my later theoretical considerations, where I aim to combine the 

material, the affect, time-travel and the prosthetic to a theoretical framework of 

contemporary, massmedial, interaction with historical space. These contemporary 

interactions, however, also demands attention being drawn to another field of research, 

namely that of transmedial narratives and story world extensions.  

 

1.2.3 Transmedial narratives 

Colin B. Harvey’s Fantastic Transmedia may focus on transmedia storytelling in the 

genre of science fiction and fantasy; I will argue that Harvey’s reflections on mediation 

will also benefit my study even though it’s focus is historical fiction. Additionally, by 

covering both the subject of collective memory and of affect, setting the transmedia story 

world in a wider cultural context, Harvey helps me tie previous sections of existing 

research nicely together and concludes this part of my essay.54  

Transmedia storytelling theorizes the expanse of different mediation of the same 

collective narrative universe. For example, Outlander is being mediated both through 

novels, a tv-series, fan forums and merchandise. Since Harvey focuses, too, on memory 

                                                 
49 Landsberg, Alison (2004) p. 19. 
50 Landsberg, Alison (2004) p. 20. 
51 Landsberg, Alison (2004) p. 27. 
52 Landsberg, Alison (2004) p. 18.  
53 Landsberg, Alison (2004) p. 21. 
54 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 2. 
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creation in a transmedia audience, I can also make use of the parallels drawn between 

subjective remembering, collective memory and ‘personal canon’. Together these 

constitute both an individual and collective ‘reality’ of the narrated story world. It is the 

creation of this reality I am seeking myself - in the interaction between individuals, 

collectives and (material, embodied) resources.55 The concept of affect is here the 

emotional and bodily engagement that motivates all human endeavours and interactions.56  

Issues concerning the story world's canon often provokes an affective engagement, being 

in the midst of subjective and communal remembering.57 

Harvey addresses the concept of play, and the playful transmedia experience by 

the participating audience. The embodiment of history and fiction I will aim to analyse in 

this study will draw upon the likeness of both interaction with historical space and with 

that of the interaction with fictional settings in audio-visual mediation. With play and 

playfulness also comes the concept of immersion, which concretize the intenseness and 

vividness of participants’ playful, sensory, experiences.58 Harvey looks to Tolkien for an 

example on playfulness, seeing Middle-Earth as a collaborative enterprise in which 

participating fans interact with the narrative. Play can only occur when there are rules to 

apply to keep the consistency of reality to the audience. This can be done through, for 

example, historical legitimacy. This give the play and narrative a sense of time. In 

addition, “a sense of place is also crucial to the telling of the story”.59 Quite like the story 

world of Middle-Earth, the solidness of history and place is what appeals and invokes 

play. Like the Middle-earth milieu there is also a fictional Outlander-milieu in creation, 

set in the ‘real’ historical world of Scotland - the object of my study - which captures 

audiences’ continuous active participation and therefore also this (fictional) world's 

existence.60 An active, participating, audience is consistently negotiating meaning to both 

the story world, and their own.61 

Transmedia storytelling is a continuation of a franchise, and extension of the 

existing story world and the experience of it.62 Extensions can take countless forms, 

among which one is social media. Twitter and Facebook are a prime example of tools to 

                                                 
55 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 4-5. 
56 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 6. 
57 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 115. 
58 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 7-8, 16, 41. 
59 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 74. 
60 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 75-76. 
61 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 117. 
62 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 12, 19, 21, 27. 
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use to continue portraying the lives of fictional characters.63 The Norwegian tv-series 

Skam (2015-2017) used this technique extensively and became an international 

phenomenon. The characters, which were boys and girls at a Norwegian upper secondary 

school in Oslo, were frequently seen in-series using their Instagram and Facebook 

accounts to communicate with each other, accounts which I could also follow and 

communicate with through my own social media. Every character’s account looked and 

felt like an authentic teenager’s social media - creating a reality of the fictive. Josefine 

Frida Pettersen recounts, when visiting the talk show Skavlan, that she can often be 

confused with her fictional character Noora. In the tv-series Noora is sixteen years old; 

Josefine, however, is 23.64 When out in a pub she got in trouble with security, claiming 

her to be a sixteen year old called Noora, and, therefore, not being allowed to drink 

alcohol.65 The fictional extension of the characters’ lives have directly affected the real 

lives of the actors portraying them - so intense is the feeling of authenticity and extensive 

embodiment of fictional characters to their audiences.  

Outlander-tours are in a sense a continuation, as well as an extension, of the 

franchise narrative of novels and tv-series: “[..] something that recounts, replays and 

extends the existing mythology”.66 The relationship between transmedia narratives and 

memory draws on the dependency each transmedia element has to the other, and to the 

“[..] affective engagement of the audience member in question”.67 Harvey’s interpretation 

of the term collective memory is a shared memory, implying the substance of persons 

involved. However, the individual is still central, as well as the present moment, dictating 

both the selection of events remembered as well as how they are reconfigured and retold.68 

The sites I visit are, in a sense, sharing their actual history with the fiction of Outlander, 

and vice versa. However, it’s no longer a matter of shared history/memory alone, it is also 

a matter of shared space/body.  

Transmedia storytelling is founded on the embodiment/emplacement of memory, 

which requires the audience to remember characters, plots, setting and mythologies 

within the narrative.69 However, fans’ ability to actively engage in all transmedia 

activities for collective remembering is not obvious, but they will participate as far as 

                                                 
63 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 30. 
64 Josefine was 20 years old at the time of the interview (2016) but is 23 today (2019). 
65 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6FGwSnGVS4 Interview with Skam-Noora - English subtitles | 

Part One | SVT/NRK/Skavlan (accessed 2019-02-13).  
66 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 12. 
67 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 33-34. 
68 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 34. 
69 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 38-39. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6FGwSnGVS4
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they are able to. Even so, the affective engagement allows for myriads of transmedia 

activities.70 Not all Outlander-fans have finances or time to set aside to go to Scotland 

and might be limited to reading others experiences of it. Some memory making might 

therefore be material, some only virtual.71 This financial limitation echoes the 

commodification of history previous scholars reflected upon, as well as the prosthetic 

elements of affective engagement to the past, the prosthetic only being available for those 

who are able to pay. In addition, there is some difference in emotional connection and a 

connection of actual touch: touch is central to how we think and feel, it makes something 

experienced real.72 Transmedia, affect, embodiment, play and memory all comes down 

to storytellers affectively engaging their audiences, “understanding how to provoke 

emotions and to what end”.73  

 

1.3 Research questions 

My overall research question is: How is a material historical space (re)created in the 

intersection between the material representation and an imagined (fictional) past? Firstly, 

I analyse the following questions to build a foundation for my results: 

- By which means is the transmedial historical fiction of Outlander embodied in the 

guided tour of the Scottish landscape? 

- How is said tours interpreted by visitors through their bodily/emotional 

experiences?  

 

By answering these questions first, I aim to be able to further reflect on the following 

questions in the essay’s conclusion: 

- How does an Outlander-tour extend the emotional/bodily experience of the 

fictional and historical narrative?  

- How does the experience reflect on contemporary relations to the past?  

- What happens at the intersection between the real and the virtual, the authentic 

and the artificial? 

  

                                                 
70 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 136. 
71 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 139. 
72 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 161. 
73 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 201. 
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2 The Outlander-franchise: a source material 
This study will deal with varying and nuanced source materials, all interconnected with 

the Outlander-franchise. The original novels and its extension of tv-series will, however, 

be seen as secondary materials. The primary source materials will be my field 

observations and the surveys targeting the fans’ experiences in the material and social 

dimension of cultural memory. This division is made with a purpose; it is not primarily 

the books or tv-series narratives which will be under analysis in this study, as they have 

been in my previous research, but their extensions as interactive guided historical and 

heritage tours in Scotland and the fans which engage with said experience.  

 

2.1 Primary sources 

The primary source of materials this study aims to analyse is that of guided Outlander-

tours in Scotland, as well as surveys aimed at fans participating in said tours. The 

Outlander-franchise is with certainty within the historical/time-travelling novel/fiction-

genre. This genre encompasses both the books and the tv-series, as well as the sub-genre 

of time travelling and romance – which affects the genre of the guided tours as a source 

material as well. The relationship between genre and memory depends on the readers’ 

(and in this case, also the tv-audiences´) memory, requiring the reader/audience and the 

author/producer to share a communal knowledge of the genre’s conventions. These 

conventions transfer over the transmedial extensions of the Outlander-tours, the genre 

pattern affecting the writing of our own histories and how we present different versions 

of the past. Therefore it also affects how we interpret a historical or heritage site.74 I have 

to assume, for the purposes of this study, that the Outlander-fandom shares the genre’s 

conventions in communal knowledge and memory.  

We use genres “[..] to encode events and experience” and “They belong to the 

body of cultural knowledge which individuals acquire through socialization and 

enculturation; [..] genre memories are also an inherent part of the historical 

imagination”.75 The guided tours and survey results will be observed and interpreted as 

the materialised genre memory, encoding sensuous experience with a historical space 

within the conventions of historical fiction. The Outlander-story world could be seen as 

a genre of its own, which encodes (historical) events and (material) experience through 

the socialization and enculturation of the guided Outlander-tours – creating an imagined 

                                                 
74 Erll, Astrid (2011) p. 74. 
75 Erll, Astrid (2011) p. 147–148.  
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historical narrative which the Outlander-fandom remembers through its genre pattern as 

an historical time travelling novel/tv-series, creating a memory culture of its own. 

 

2.1.1 Guided Outlander-tours and surveys  

The material I will observe, and interpret, can be paralleled to a manifested memory 

culture; the past and present interplays in a sociocultural context. Astrid Erll uses the three 

dimensions of culture to explain the processes of these manifestations; the social, mental 

and material dimensions, their constant interactive processes continually creating culture 

anew.76 Being an observer of these in the process of gathering the source material for this 

project, one has to consider all dimensions to be able to view the complexity of these 

cultural processes – they are constant, processual, and dynamic in their interactions to 

produce cultural memory. The material dimension “[..] is constituted by mnemonic 

artefacts, media, and technologies of memory, ranging from symbols and landscapes to 

architecture and books to film and photography”77; The social dimension is constituted 

by “[..] mnemonic practices and the carries of memory: commemorative rituals; [..] recall 

of cultural knowledge; and the persons and social institutions involved in these 

processes”78; And, lastly, the mental dimension includes shared codes enabling the 

collective remembering, symbolic mediation and the mental dispositions of ideas on time 

and history.79 

The material dimension is observed both during the guided tours and at the 

historical sites which, as well as in the surveys where I further understand what creates a 

mnemonic landscape of remembering for the Outlander-tourist, being analysed within 

the context of my theoretical framework and in parallel to previous research. The social 

dimension materialises mostly in my surveys, in which I gain knowledge of the carries of 

memory – the fandom. As Erll states, the imagery of cultural memory is a fleeting object 

to study; therefore, I can only strive to study and observe contained acts and performances 

of memory culture – these contained acts being the Outlander-tourists’ interaction with 

historical space in Scotland. The mental dimension being unobservable, one moves in the 

material and social dimensions which can only give rise to a hypothetical mental 

dimension. However, their common connection in a memory culture is media, which 

displays and make accessible the contents of cultural memory, connecting the collected 

                                                 
76 Erll, Astrid (2011) p. 101–102.  
77 Erll, Astrid (2011) p. 103.  
78 Erll, Astrid (2011) p. 103.  
79 Erll, Astrid (2011) p. 103–104.  
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and collective, the cognitive and the social. What and how something is remembered 

varies greatly, assuming the past different meanings depending on context and setting.80 

This individualistic perspective will prove to demonstrate itself in the results and analysis.  

The mediation of the Outlander-franchise has made the subsequent Outlander-

tours available and accessible to the practitioners of the memory culture surrounding the 

Outlander-narrative, and, thus, I can observe and analyse the social and material 

dimension of the fandom and how they, together with other operators, interpret the 

Scottish historical space and body within the genre conventions of historical fiction. 

However, considering the limited timeframe as well as my limited financial situation as 

a student, I participated in two tours. One can find Outlander-tours ranging from one day 

and up to ten days, and this also demand one to reflect upon the financial accessibility 

one has to the experience. One can either purchase the experience through a tour-company 

or create their own itinerary.  I, however, participated in two company-operated one-day 

tours, both about eight hours in duration.  

Concerning ethical considerations, all information of the tour-companies will 

remain anonymised; I will, henceforth, refer to them as tour one (T1), and tour two (T2). 

The guides will only be referred to as just that, ‘guides’ (G1 and G2), my aim being to 

not give away any personal information on either guide or tour-company. The tour 

companies in question were alerted beforehand that I would be present to gather material 

for my current project, and they were also informed on the aims and purposes of this 

project. Both companies were happy to oblige, provided that I would inform the guides 

before the tour started and not record anyone without permission. The fact that I was there 

with a purpose did not discomfort anyone. During the tours I move, as far as possible, in 

the material dimension since I did not want to disrupt the tour-experience with involving 

the social dimension and, thus,  interviewing other participants.   

The privacy issue leads to some further academical concerns considering the 

background of said guide can have impact on the tour itself, or that the timing of my 

participation in a tour may disclose what tour I observed. This is information that could 

still be crucial to understand its context and content. Nonetheless, these are concerns that 

will have to be overlooked. Thus, no information on the tour-company, the guide, the 

timeframe in which I visited Scotland, or price ranges will be discussed. The primary 

source material will concern itself solely with the content I observed being related to the 

Outlander-franchise, historical space and the material dimension on the tour. My aim was 

                                                 
80 Erll, Astrid (2011) p. 104.  
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to only record myself and my own thoughts, though I have quoted the guides in my written 

notes to a small extent with permission. None of the participating tourists were recorded 

or quoted, since my aim was to complement my observations with access to the social 

dimension through  a survey. My observations are therefore, on site, strictly limited to my 

own eye and interpretation of space, since the groups always scattered across the 

historical sites once we left the bus. Thus, the observations will be mainly built on my 

experience, and that is also why I chose to do the additional surveys – the Outlander-

experience is not all about me. Through the surveys I will get the additional experience 

of other visitors and fans, in which they can freely describe it and granting me access to 

a social dimension of memory culture. 

Upon arriving in Scotland and participating in the tours I soon realised that my 

initial plans on the delimitations of my primary source material had to be reconfigured. 

At first my plan had been to limit my observations on site at Blackness Castle, Doune 

Castle, and Culross. However, the tours clearly could not be so easily demarcated, and I 

understood that I had to observe and analyse the tours as individual wholes as well as in 

relation to each other. There was, in the end, not much I could exclude due to lack of 

importance to my analysis. In addition, I initially thought there would be more group 

‘touring’ at the sites, but when we arrived at the locations, we were practically free to 

roam. The guide did most of his or her job in the bus, driving between the different places. 

Both tours followed approximately the same itinerary, differing in the duration and 

number of stops less than I expected. Stops made by both tours, which will be included 

in my results and analysis, duration set aside, were Blackness Castle, Linlithgow Palace, 

Doune Castle, and Culross. An additional stop was made at Callendar House during T1.  

During the tours I have also collected other material than mere observational 

notes, which will be in both oral and written form. To each location there are several 

photographs which may appear in my results and analysis, giving a visual physicality to 

the observation. Their main purpose is to help me recollect events, but some are crucial 

to give a visual understanding of the historical space which is being renegotiated. In 

addition, I will use some captions from the tv-series Outlander as well, to help navigate 

my readers in the fictional space. The gift-shops at said sites were also filled with 

merchandise of several film-productions, products which I have only photographed in 

general. With the tours came materials in the form of flyers, brochures, maps and 

booklets, some of which I took with me home to Sweden: Pitkin publisher’s Outlander’s 

Scotland (2018), Visit Scotland’s TV Set in Scotland, and Visit Scotland’s film locations 
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map, which is also available at www.visitscotland.com/outlander in an interactive fashion 

along with other interesting material on Outlander’s Scotland. Moreover, to broaden the 

perspective of the physical Outlander-experience, other fans participating in similar tours 

were recruited through Facebook-groups to participate in a survey which will add the 

element of reception-analysis to touch upon the audience experience. However, the 

survey as material is managed thoroughly both methodologically and ethically under my 

methodological considerations.  

 

2.1.2 Fan-culture: Facebook groups and social media channels 

Apart from being an extraordinary tool for recruiting survey-participants for the purposes 

and aims of this study, the Facebook-forums targeting Outlander-fans are many and filled 

to the brim with people from all around the world sharing their experiences and 

interpretations – the purpose of considering them within the primary sources is mainly to 

prove the breadth and width of the fandom-culture and the social dimension, not to be 

used extensively in the results or analysis. I have joined four of these in preparation to 

this project; ‘Outlander Cast Clan Book Club’ with its 3,610 members (19/4/2019), 

‘Outlander Universe’ with its 49,420 members (19/4/2019), ‘Heughan’s Heughligans’ 

with its 66,630 members (19/4/2019), and ‘Outlander Series Books & TV’ with its 

130,752 members (19/4/2019). However, including these four groups, there are over 70 

other Outlander-related groups on Facebook’s platform, ranging from being global 

communities to specifying nations, from knitting to foods, from strictly book related to 

being inclusive of the whole transmedial story world. There is, probably, a group which 

suits every taste, and the groups’ membership numbers ranges from a couple of hundred 

members to over one hundred thousand.  

In addition, this only refers to the groups which are found when explicitly 

searching for ‘Outlander’, that is, the actors of the TV-show, the fictional characters they 

portray, and the creator of the Outlander-universe herself, Diana Gabaldon, also have fan-

forums of their own on Facebook. These groups often require an application for a 

membership, in contrast to a fan-page which one can follow through subscribing to it. 

When I refer to Facebook-groups or forums, I refer to groups working through 

membership application, not the page-subscribing kind. Their importance to this project 

is mainly based on the recruitment of survey participators, or to further a reasoning which 

begun when I observed the Outlander-tours or when analysing a survey-answer.  

http://www.visitscotland.com/outlander
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The official Facebook-page for Starz’s original tv-series Outlander has 1,863,718 

subscribers (19/4/2019), giving the fans continuous updates on aired and upcoming 

seasons. Starz’s, however, extends this connection to the Outlander-fandom through 

different social media channels, such as Instagram. On their official Instagram-account, 

‘outlander_starz’, they have approximately 940,000 followers (19/4/2019). One can also 

easily navigate to other accounts, such as Caitriona Balfe’s (depicting Claire Fraser), Sam 

Heughan’s (depicting Jamie Fraser), Sophie Skelton’s (depicting Brianna 

Randall/Fraser/MacKenzie, Claire and Jamie’s daughter), or Richard Rankin’s (depicting 

Roger Wakefield/MacKenzie, married to Brianna in season four).  

Apart from the Facebook-groups and pages, and the account on Instagram, there 

are other extensions which could be useful to the Outlander-fan online. There is, apart 

from Wikipedia’s or IMDb’s (Internet Movie Database) informative pages on the 

franchise, also a fandom Wiki at https://outlander.fandom.com/wiki/Outlander_Wiki, a 

collaborative forum which also invites its visitors to further discussions. However, since 

this is not as extensively active as the Facebook-groups, it will not be a tool present in my 

analysis. Diana Gabaldon, the author of the series of books which the tv-series are based 

upon, have a website which gives further extension to the Outlander universe, as well as 

on her official Facebook and Twitter pages. Here Gabaldon updates on her current work 

and future publications. One may also find the full chronology of the Outlander series, 

which includes both the ‘big’ books (the main series) and the novels and short stories. 

There is also Gabaldon’s blog, a page where she updates her appearances, presents her 

other projects, or discuss Outlander-based tours of Scotland in her own perspective.  

The idea, however, is that this particular source material will not be as extensively 

used as the observations I gather in the field or the answers I collect through the survey. 

The purpose of accounting for these online fan-culture places of interaction is to 

emphasise the extent of impact the Outlander-franchise have on popular memory and 

identity and to demonstrate its collective width. I may refer to these sources only to 

support claims I make through my observations and survey-answers in the results and 

analysis.  

 

 

 

https://outlander.fandom.com/wiki/Outlander_Wiki
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2.2 Secondary sources 

The novels, written by Diana Gabaldon, consists of a series of books with the ninth 

instalment on its way. The first book, Outlander, published in 1991, has given name to 

the tv-series and franchise in general. Apart from the main series of books Gabaldon has 

also published several novellas and short stories in the same narrative world, including a 

sequence of novels and novellas focused on the character of Lord John Grey, whom you 

get acquainted with in the Outlander book-series. Gabaldon has, thus, extended and 

branched out her original narrative storyworld, and there seems to be no end to the 

possibility of interactions with her characters, since she is planning to extend the 

storyworld further.81  

The narrative plot of the core novels (Outlander (1991), Dragonfly in Amber 

(1992), Voyager (1993), Drums of Autumn (1996), The Fiery Cross (2001), A Breath of 

Snow and Ashes (2005), An Echo in the Bone (2009), Written in My Own Heart's Blood 

(2014), and Go Tell the Bees That I Am Gone (which is yet to be finished and published) 

concerns itself with the British protagonist Claire, a World War II nurse, being separated 

from her husband Frank Randall during their second honeymoon in Scotland after the 

war’s end. That is, separated by time. Re-visiting the fictional standing stones of Craigh 

na Dun, Claire is transported back in time, to 1743. Adapting to a different century, and 

a different land, is hard work for Claire, and she ends up marrying and falling in love with 

the Highlander warrior Jamie Fraser. The main antagonist of the first novels is Black Jack 

Randall, an ancestor to Claire’s first husband, Frank. Amidst their personal battles with 

Black Jack Randall, there is a Jacobite rebellion brewing in Scotland as well as in France. 

Fleeing Randall, Claire and Jamie finds themselves in the midst of the French court, trying 

to prevent the oncoming disaster of the battle of Culloden in 1746. Failing to do so, they 

are returned to Scotland with the armies of Bonnie Prince Charlie, and on the night of 

Culloden, Jamie makes Claire go back to Frank, in 1948.  

Claire spends twenty years bringing up the child she bore with Jamie, borne from 

the 18th century but born in the 20th. The child is named Brianna, after Jamie’s father, 

and after Frank’s death she learns of her true parentage which spirals the plot into Claire 

going back to the 18th century to find Jamie has had to live on without her in the aftermath 

of the Jacobite rising. Reunited again, a sequence of events takes them to the American 

                                                 
81 https://www.scotsman.com/lifestyle-2-15039/diana-gabaldon-on-superfans-whisky-and-the-miracle-of-

outlander-1-4890868?fbclid=IwAR0TsItFp_i0QqHLwzp-

ISREyVlax6pRxgD3JN_jNtmpT2Z9NYmkpGofLl0 ‘Diana Gabaldon: On superfans, whisky and the 

‘miracle’ of Outlander’ (accessed 2019-04-23) 

https://www.scotsman.com/lifestyle-2-15039/diana-gabaldon-on-superfans-whisky-and-the-miracle-of-outlander-1-4890868?fbclid=IwAR0TsItFp_i0QqHLwzp-ISREyVlax6pRxgD3JN_jNtmpT2Z9NYmkpGofLl0
https://www.scotsman.com/lifestyle-2-15039/diana-gabaldon-on-superfans-whisky-and-the-miracle-of-outlander-1-4890868?fbclid=IwAR0TsItFp_i0QqHLwzp-ISREyVlax6pRxgD3JN_jNtmpT2Z9NYmkpGofLl0
https://www.scotsman.com/lifestyle-2-15039/diana-gabaldon-on-superfans-whisky-and-the-miracle-of-outlander-1-4890868?fbclid=IwAR0TsItFp_i0QqHLwzp-ISREyVlax6pRxgD3JN_jNtmpT2Z9NYmkpGofLl0
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colonies in 1766, where they ultimately recreate a new life together in the backcountry of 

North Carolina. They are later joined by their daughter Brianna, as well as the historian, 

Roger, who helped Claire find Jamie alive in the 18th century. There is a lot of intricate 

time travelling going on between them, and while Jamie and Claire tackle the American 

War of Independence, Brianna and Roger are returned to the present (the 1980’s) with 

their two children, later to go back again to the 18th century.  

What the Starz’s tv-series Outlander (2014- ongoing) did for me, and I suppose 

all other book-readers, was to give these characters and places a physical face and 

materialisation. It is a visual representation of what fans have only been able to keep in 

their imagination for a very long time; the books having been out for over two decades. 

As season four has just ended, the plot is roughly aligned with the fourth instalment, 

Drums of Autumn, except the series ends with the family still at Jocasta Cameron’s 

plantation, rather than on their settlement on Fraser’s ridge. Except for the existing four 

seasons of the tv-series, there are two more planned, the fifth about to start its production.  

Each season deals with approximately one of the books in the series of core novels 

and consists of 13 episodes in general, except for the first season which has 16 episodes. 

The episodes span from being approximately fifty minutes long to one hour and thirty 

minutes long, the longest ones being the season finales. However, the upcoming season 

five and six are currently listed with being a mere twelve episodes long. In this study I 

will mainly refer to the tv-series as the most important secondary source, since it is the 

locations used to visually represent the original narrative in it that is the foundation of the 

Outlander-tours that I, and other fans, have participated in. Therefore, when there is only 

mention of ‘Outlander’, not the ‘Outlander-franchise’, the ‘Outlander-[book]series’, or 

the ‘Outlander-universe/transmedial story world’ (the whole transmedial narrative 

storyworld which the franchise is built around), I am referring to the tv-series only. Even 

so, I will remain very aware of the original manuscripts of Diana Gabaldon. Without her, 

there would not be a tv-series, or Outlander-tours, and for that I must remain grateful and 

respectful. 
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3 Jacobites, historical narratives and genealogical tourism 

When writing about Outlander and Scotland, especially when that project physically 

moves oneself to Scotland to experience and observe the history and heritage, one cannot 

evade the impact which was done on the Scottish remembrance of the 18th century by 

Bonnie Prince Charlie and his Jacobites. Setting Mary Stuart, Queen of Scots, William 

Wallace, and Robert the Bruce aside for now to focus on the one popular culture 

phenomenon, the purpose of this section is to give you, the reader, a historical context to 

Diana Gabaldon’s fantastic narrative which has created a community of fans whose 

devotion to said storyworld is unfathomable.  

Outlander’s first three seasons, as well as the novels, is very much governed by 

the historical events and people of the Jacobite Rising of 1745, both in the prelude to the 

fatal day of the battle of Culloden, as well as the following pacification of the highland 

culture. Since later seasons and novels takes the audience and readers on a plot voyage to 

the American continent, I mainly interest myself in the first three set in Scotland’s 

landscape and history. This section will, therefore, consist of Bonnie Prince Charlie, 

Jacobites, and rebellions, focusing, too, on setting these people and events in the context 

of Scottish heritage tourism and representations in mass media. In short, these all boil 

down to a concept of tartan nostalgia, an imagery of the Scottish and the highlander 

consumed globally.  

John R. Gold and Margaret M. Gold focuses mainly on the battlefield of Culloden 

as a site associated with powerful romantic Jacobite representations and how narratives 

of the past have been interpreted in visual media. Changing the battlefield of the 45’ 

rebellion’s final defeat in April 1746 to a sacred place of Jacobitism is a process of great 

interest to give context to this study. However, according to the Golds, the 

reinterpretations found in modern media outlets has taken a turn from what is happening 

at the site itself, and, thus, renegotiates the historic consciousness of its visitors. 

Narratives connected with Culloden battlefield is also remembered and re-remembered 

dependent on the needs of the generation which remediates it.82 In addition, the site has 

been extensively used to build a national history, identity and social memory, both within 

the nation as well as outwards, Culloden being a part of the Scottish experience and the 

‘tartan nostalgia’.83 

                                                 
82 Gold, John R. & Gold, Margaret M. (2007) p. 5-6.  
83 Gold, John R. & Gold, Margaret M. (2007) p. 10 
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Out of several uprisings called forth by the Stuart family between 1689-1745 the 

one most closely related to Jacobites and Jacobitism is the very last one, the ‘Forty-five’ 

as it has been remembered in popular memory. The campaign was led by the Stuart prince, 

Charles, and from his landing in Scotland in 1745 to that of the devastating defeat of 

Culloden on 16 April 1746, less than a year later, he only had to turn back north from 

London because of the lack of English support and uncertain French assistance. The Duke 

of Cumberland’s Hanoverian government troops defeated the Jacobites in barely forty 

minutes upon the barren moorland. After being hidden for five months, Charles finally 

escaped to France in September the same year.84 

What followed the battle for the highlanders could not, however, be escaped. The 

British government forcibly pacified the Highlands in order to subdue any future risk of 

uprisings: by banning the Gaelic language, the tartan, ceremonial gathering and even 

bagpipes. The result of the legislation was the removal of the highland culture’s 

distinctive markers and incorporate the Highlands with the wider British realm.85 Even 

though the repression was quite successful, a romantic, nostalgic, movement kept the 

memory of the Stuarts alive. Rival narratives of the past events disputed all aspects of 

what had happened; generally, the Whig press was in favour of the government, 

imagining the Highlanders as savages led by a foreign, coward Pretender. The Duke of 

Cumberland was put in stark contrast to his cousin Charles, being English, born and bred. 

In opposite, the Tory press, which was generally pro-Jacobite, painted the picture of 

Charles as a religious and humanitarian man, while Cumberland was portrayed as a 

brute.86 

However, the writing of history took an unexpected turn for the victors. Attitudes 

changed, and nobody feared another Jacobite rising. The very same act which had once 

repressed and pacified the Highlands was repealed in 1782, once again allowing cultural 

practices which had been forbidden for decades. The prominent romantic Jacobitism 

which developed was generally associated with the sentimental and nostalgic movements 

sweeping over Western Europe around the turn of the century, a movement which saw 

the fantastic, exotic and wild part of the Highland landscape as well as for the highlander 

way of life. The highlander was no longer seen as backwards, the visitors seeking that 

lifestyle which was so unaffected by modernity. In matters of military context, the 

                                                 
84 Gold, John R. & Gold, Margaret M. (2007) p. 11-12.  
85 Gold, John R. & Gold, Margaret M. (2007) p. 12-13.  
86 Gold, John R. & Gold, Margaret M. (2007) p. 13.  
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highlanders gained respect for their prowess and contributions, and the tartan was, once 

more, the dress of a warrior rather than the subject.87  

The 20th century saw several interpretations of the events of Culloden and the life 

of Bonnie Prince Charlie. Culloden was portrayed in film as early as the 1920’s. After 

World War II the film Bonnie Prince Charlie, the same title as the one from the 1920’s, 

was affected by its immediate historical context to a great extent. The following decades 

saw several productions on the prince and his cause, as often as not giving the audience 

the means to ‘visit’ places given meaning through memory and heritage. However, in the 

1960’s film productions took a turn on the Stuarts, showing the suffering of the ‘ordinary’ 

people in the warfare of royalties. Charles was depicted poorly, putting emphasis on the 

tragedy on the butchery and slaughter of ‘the people’.88 This imagery of Culloden and 

Bonnie Prince Charlie is still alive and prosperous today, also seen vividly in Starz’s tv-

series Outlander.  

The processes and developments of representation in film and TV is somewhat 

different from that of the actual site of Culloden itself. The battlefield’s importance to the 

national discourse of Scotland has seen a long cycle of development, being all but 

forgotten until the eighteen hundreds. Thus, with an increase in visitors, even though they 

were widely disrespectful of the site, the narrative of Culloden and Prince Charles shifted. 

The year 1881 saw the building of a cairn at the site in commemoration of the buried 

heroes and warriors of Scotland. Its inscription linked those lying dead beneath the ground 

with the Stuart Jacobite cause, and the Scottish national identity. The clans got headstones 

marking clan graves during the same time, giving ‘faces’ to the dead for the first time. No 

heroic monuments were raised for the government troops, only a mere memorial stone 

implying that the English were buried there.89 The 1900’s saw the idea of the battlefield 

of Culloden being reinforced as a sacred place, and work for reinstating a dignity to the 

site’s imagery were initiated. There was also a call for the public to regain respect for the 

site again, the public threatening the integrity of the site. Gradually the National Trust for 

Scotland started the conservation of the site, trying to restore it to its 1746 appearance.90  

The Visitor Center of Culloden battlefield, where National Trust for Scotland 

displays the ‘official’ history of the site, romantic Jacobitism has prevailed. Permanent 

displays have been influenced by the past narratives told by the visitor center, 

                                                 
87 Gold, John R. & Gold, Margaret M. (2007) p. 14-15.  
88 Gold, John R. & Gold, Margaret M. (2007) p. 17-20.  
89 Gold, John R. & Gold, Margaret M. (2007) p. 21-24.  
90 Gold, John R. & Gold, Margaret M. (2007) p. 24-27. 
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emphasising the Highland way of life and its traditions, its inhabitants’ loyalty and what 

life they lost after the rising. Death tolls and casualties are displayed to point out the 

devastating losses, accompanied by the following repression and emigration. The Duke 

of Cumberland and Prince Charles stand at the end of the exhibition, the duke middle 

aged and the prince young and dashing, even though Cumberland were approximately the 

same age as the prince when they met on Culloden. Narratives of the visitor center 

interpreted the battlefield as the sacred place upon which the Highland way of life was 

massacred, later to be colonized by the ‘other’, as well as shifting from the uprising being 

a war between two nations to be a civil war.91  

John and Margaret Gold concludes their article by stating that “[..] the past is not 

only remembered but also re-remembered as meanings evolve and as fashions in 

remembrance and interpretation are played out”.92 This is something that is evolving in 

Scotland now, as Historic Environment Scotland reports 2018 being a record-breaking 

year for Scotland’s heritage sites, particularly the sites featured in Outlander.93 My study 

does not need to aim itself at proving the impact Outlander, and popular culture in 

general, on the Scottish landscape and heritage - that has already been proven true. 

However, simply proving this is not going to satisfy the question of how and why, and 

the underlying dynamics of this fact.  

Specifically, on Outlander and tourism in Scotland there is some research 

conducted by UK scholars, amongst them is James Cateridge. Cateridge’s “What if your 

future was the past?” Time Travel, Genealogy and Scottish Television Tourism in 

Outlander (2014-)” he investigates how audiences’ desire (that is, they have not actually 

always gone there) travels to Scotland in a quest to rediscover a heritage and their 

ancestry. Since Outlander, too, is very focused on the theme of family history and 

ancestry, it encourages its viewers desire to ‘explore’ their ancestral roots.94 A fan going 

to Scotland to explore their ‘past’ can very much be paralleled to Claire’s journey which 

“[..] they can partly recreate through travel plans involving genealogical or ‘roots 

tourism’.”.95 In Cateridge’s analysis, the Outlander-tourist is in their own sense, a time-

traveller.  

                                                 
91 Gold, John R. & Gold, Margaret M. (2007) p. 28-32. 
92 Gold, John R. & Gold, Margaret M. (2007) p. 34.  
93 https://www.historicenvironment.scot/about-us/news/another-record-breaking-year-for-scottish-

heritage-sites/ “Another record-breaking year for Scottish heritage tourism” (accessed 2019-03-30). 
94 Cateridge, James (2018) p. 2.  
95 Cateridge, James (2018) p. 3. 

https://www.historicenvironment.scot/about-us/news/another-record-breaking-year-for-scottish-heritage-sites/
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/about-us/news/another-record-breaking-year-for-scottish-heritage-sites/
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The data he collected, coming from shy of 2,000 respondents, proved that the 

Outlander-franchise (that is, not only the tv-series, since the fan-base was already pre-

existing from reading the original novels) had increased their desire to travel to Scotland 

themselves. On asking the fans why they wanted to go the results showed that 77% partly 

wanted to because of the folklore and history, and around 25% motivated it with family 

history as well. In addition, data on the respondents’ geographical locations showed a 

correlation with large Scottish diasporic populations, 62% of the respondents being either 

from the U.S, Australia, the UK, or Canada. Concerning those who actually had gone to 

Scotland, around one third, Europeans, Canadians, Australians and New Zealanders were 

more prominent than the U.S.96 In conclusion, Cateridge’s survey helped him confirm 

that Outlander had “[..] substantially increased fans’ aspiration to travel to Scotland, and 

that a significant proportion of these fans was also motivated by a yearning to explore 

their own national heritage and ancestral identity”.97  

Even though there are many differences between Cateridge’s and my own study, 

we initially both concern ourselves with the expanding Outlander-experience. Most 

importantly, the fact that Cateridge realise the importance of not only focusing on the 

Outlander tv-series but the whole franchise has been of great importance to my own 

process of creating a survey. His results also give more substance to the background on 

(specifically) Outlander-tourism than that of Historic Environment Scotland’s statistics.  

 

  

                                                 
96 Cateridge, James (2018) p. 4-6.  
97 Cateridge, James (2018) p. 6.  
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4 Theoretical framework 

My theoretical framework will build on theorizations on both experiential tourist 

interaction with material history (in this case, archaeological tourism) as well as 

audiences’ engagement with fictional historical narratives of, for example, film. By 

combining these two I aim to create a theoretical framework which encompasses both the 

audio-visual experience of the secondary source material (in this case, both novels and 

tv-series) as well as the primary source materials: the transmedial extensions of physical, 

materialised and interactive time and space (in this case, the guided tours and surveys 

aimed at participants of said tours). This section will, therefore, be divided into three 

parts; theories of the sensory materiality and embodiment of history; theories of affective 

engagement to fictionalised historical narratives; and, in conclusion, on theories on time-

travel and prosthetic, creating a tangible theoretical framework concerning both the body 

of history and audience, as well as the affective engagement mass media outlets create 

between them.  

 

4.1 Materialising and embodying history 

The fluidity of materialism in archaeological tourism is evidence to a contemporary 

society’s change in values. Marxiano Melotti argues for the importance of not ignoring 

these archaeological, historical and heritage interactions which might seem too 

postmodern and fleeting, instead learning to put these aspects of tourism to good use.98 

Material fluidity in contemporary and media dominated society recreates the cultural non-

material, yet archaeological tourism, or cultural tourism in general, offer the material 

certainty of stones, tombs and ruins. What might appear fluid gains a visual consistency, 

rooting something material amongst everything artificial society gets fed with. Immersion 

in the ‘otherness’ of the past is also made possible through a kind of virtual tourism, in 

which the visitor is comfortably distanced from the strangeness of the past. The 

voyeuristic dimension of tourism is closely linked to the physicality of sex and death, for 

example, immediately relatable yet in many ways ‘other’. It becomes a mix of the real 

and virtual, authentic and artificial, creating an immersive, experiential, experience, 

contributing to a collective imagery of the past.99 This mixture of the ‘real’ and of the 

‘virtual’ is prominent in the material I aim to analyse, and to theorise these dimensions in 

                                                 
98 Melotti, Marxiano (2011) p. 3–4. 
99 Melotti, Marxiano (2011) p. 5–7. 
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relation to fictional history is important in understanding the contemporary renegotiations 

of national landscapes and histories. As Melotti concludes, the physicality of Outlander, 

the themes of sex and death, are also what makes it both relatable and ‘other’.  

Moreover, the culture of re-enactment and re-creation of moments in history is an 

interesting addition to theorising the material. Since the interaction with the 

archaeological and historical monument forms a direct link between the reenactors and 

the past they recreate, they also make fluid the material dimension of history and the non-

material of everyday life, “[..] and between the two components of the tourist experience, 

cultural fulfilment and leisure activity”.100 Re-enactment also aims to reconstitute history, 

lending the experiences we substitute past events and people with an almost superior 

position to the replicated original.101 Even though re-enactment seeks to retrieve what has 

been vanished, the re-enactor will be constantly reminded that the past cannot be repeated. 

Working with both facts and the filling of ‘gaps’, one cannot duplicate an original act. 

However, re-enactments can still strive for the utmost historical authenticity, if only to 

improve it guided by their own needs.102 As Lowenthal states, “Re-enactments 

necessarily enliven the past for present needs”103.  

The interactive development of tourism links it closer to contemporary popular 

audio-visual culture, giving the audience and visitors the genuinely emotional contact 

with history in an experiential site. New technologies and contemporary needs affect the 

experience, creating an attractive and sophisticated historical environment, a sensorial 

space. Small changes in a tourist attraction - adding a play of lights, perfumes or hologram 

re-enactments - can result in enormous differences to the image of said attraction and 

nearby areas.104 The sensorial space of Scottish heritage sites has indeed developed and 

been affected by Outlander, being given a new tool for attracting tourists with bodily 

experiences and deeper emotional contacts with the (fictional) past.  

Melotti concludes that the new way of experiencing the past has radically changed 

the historic environment, and it first and foremost craves an authentic sensation, emotion 

and experience, no troubling about the historical authenticity.105 Thus, like the sensuous, 

artificial, experience of an earthquake which attracted tourists to the site of Pompeii and 

Vesuvius, this study analyses the sensuous, artificial, Outlander experience of Jacobite 

                                                 
100 Melotti, Marxiano (2011) p. 8. 
101 Lowenthal, David (2015) p. 464. 
102 Lowenthal, David (2015) p. 477. 
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Scotland. In a sense, the edutainment in the convergence of cultural tourism and theme 

park mentality represents our postmodern way of interacting with the past. The historical, 

archaeological, site lends its authenticity to the sensuous experience of the visitor, both 

satisfying said visitor’s emotional needs as well as even being educational.106 The 

sensorial experience marks both the loss of identity as well as the search for new ones in 

the developing contemporary world.107 The heritage site, the relic, or the materiality of 

the past is profoundly affected by us (historians, tourists, operators) knowing it, we act 

upon the physical memory and history, the act of recognition which decides and alters 

what survives, renegotiating both its appearance and meaning.108  

In terms of authenticity, the artificially authentic need only give the onlooker the 

feel of authenticity for it to be a satisfying, sensuous, experience - true authenticity is not 

necessary. What needs to be authentic is the event, the experience, a reality which is 

individual to each tourist. The conditions of reality must also be thought of in terms of 

media re-inventions and remediations, ever reconstructing the continuity of collective 

imagery of the past. Authenticity has, thus, become relative and to a great extent 

dependent on its visual representations and of the rapid consumption of society.109 The 

concept of authenticity is complex in relationship to Outlander-tourism, considering 

barely anything is ‘authentic’, being a narrative built around fictional places, events, and 

people. Yet, there is a historical narrative encompassing the fictional, satisfyingly giving 

the audience the ‘real’ feeling of authenticity to experience a space sensuously. It is what 

happens in this complex space of the real and virtual, of authentic and artificial, I aim to 

comprehend through Melotti’s and Landsberg’s theory.   

This consumption of the cultural is, in addition, important to the consumers’ 

identity formation. Seen as a luxury to delve into the non-material value of history, once 

all other primary needs are satisfied, reflects upon the wide groups which today engages 

with the past unlike ever before. History becomes, on these terms, ever more non-

material, valued mostly for the sensuous atmosphere of a place rather than the historic 

value the place holds itself. The emotional engagement with the past indicates the 

individualisation of our society, the monuments no longer holding their foremost value 

as collective goods. Today, their value lies in the individual’s experience of them. 

Mechanisms of identity has developed the “non-material” of monuments into emotional 
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imagery and investment, combining heritage with amusement parks, souvenirs and 

experiential museums.110 However, by our desire of retrieving the sensorial past and 

experience it, we are also altering it. According to Lowenthal, “[..] we fail to see how 

much of today we put in the past. [..] we persuade ourselves that we unearth what in fact 

we fabricate”.111 

It is not only the individual tourist’s identity which is recreated when interacting 

with the past, it is the historic place itself which is reimagined, given new interpretations 

it is becoming “[..] a space of multiple identity in which various forms of fruition co-

exist”.112 However, as I will later refer to through Landsberg’s theory of affective 

engagement, an affective theory distances itself from the identification process. Even so, 

if affect is something different from identification, it still has an imprint on our 

contemporary individual and collective identity, given it develops our historical 

consciousness.  

The archaeological, or historical, tourist is mainly concerned with finding an 

image of the past, getting a ‘flavour’ of what has been, a sensation of ‘otherness’. The 

‘otherness’ in experiencing the past is pleasurable to that extent that when the tourist 

returns home, he or she is content with having experienced something different from their 

ordinary life. By encountering different temporal, spatial, cultural and ontological 

impressions the tourist experience an emotional contact with the past. The sensation, the 

feeling of otherness, is a sufficient experience, not considering the authenticity of the 

setting it takes place in. Digital reproductions and virtual realities have immersed society 

in a system which does not require authenticity to recreate individual and collective 

values: the authentic and the artificial lives side by side.113 This symbiotic relationship of 

the real and the fictional, the past and its immediate reimaginations and remediations, is 

what I have observed in Scotland. Whilst in Scotland, I engaged and observed with the 

materiality of Scottish heritage as well as with the Outlander-narrative. But there is an 

engagement that moves us beyond the physical world of ancient castles and battlefields, 

drawing us in to the past; “[..] the richly elaborated past feels firmer than the present, for 

the here and now lacks the structured finality of what time has filtered and ordered. The 

past is less disconcerting than the present because its measure has already been taken.”114  
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4.2 Affective engagement 

Theorising the affective engagement of historical audio-visual narratives aims to explore 

its production of historical knowledge, drawing us into a past, making it matter and filling 

it with meaning, all whilst keeping its audience well distanced and underpinning the 

impossibility of  ever reliving the past – the past is fixed, yesterday is closed, yet we 

dream of escaping the confines of the present. 115 According to Alison Landsberg, 

producing an audience’s historical consciousness is to draw them in and push them out 

of the past, within the very same text. In one moment, the immersed viewer might be 

‘pushed back into’ his or her own body, distancing them from the immediate connection 

they had to the past. In relation to identification, an affective engagement is qualitatively 

different in how it “[..] draws the viewer into proximity to an event or person in the past, 

fostering a sense of intimacy or closeness but not straightforwardly through the eyes of 

someone living at that time”.116 As Melotti argued, tourism which interacts with the 

material past has a direct affect on our identity, but I still want to distance myself from an 

identification process, which eradicates the temporal and spatial distance between a 

tourist and past events and people, and still emphasise that affect fosters a self-evaluating 

relationship to the past which, certainly, affects our present sense of identity. Mediated 

history is, as often as not, prone to intercede in the identifications processes of its 

audience, but it is also capable to affect without having its audience identify with the past, 

developing a different kind of historical consciousness.  

One should not dismiss written history; but by emphasising the power of the 

sensuous, experiential mediums of film in constructing knowledge of the past reflects on 

my own project at hand. The affective engagement historical film creates reaches the 

audience on an individual level, embodying history while distancing, alienating and all 

the while being in a complex intimate relationship to it - starting a cognitive process and 

creation of meaning: “[..] the affective engagements [..] do much more than simply add 

flesh and bones to the story. They facilitate both the historical re-enactment and the self-

conscious reflection on that process that Collingwood sees as fundamental to historical 

analysis”.117  
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Theorising affective engagement is to see beyond identification, which according 

to many is impossible due to the distance to the past, and instead bring the viewers close 

enough to be affected by it. Affect implies instead the bodily engagement and experience 

caused by the cognitive process it generates, and history is made meaningful.118 

Identification, in a sense, places a person inside the historical event, or immerses them 

into a historical person’s ‘shoes’, while affect lets a person stand beside as an onlooker, 

still owning their ‘own’ body. The relationship between identification and affect could be 

compared to the tension of temporal severance and temporal conflation; “[..] the past is 

felt both part of and separate from the present”.119 We can both identify and be affected 

by the same piece of media, however, to identify and to be affected is both to be part of 

and separated from the past.  

Film and TV has the immersive power to transport their audiences to historical 

events, creating an emotional bond to something so temporally and spatially removed 

from the present as the distant past is through intense bodily encounters.120 Affect is not, 

however, reducing the experience to pure identification, but emphasises the viewers 

distance to what he or she encounters, remaining in their own individual bodies. The 

viewer is intensely affected by the encounter with the past, temporally and spatially 

removed from their own life experiences, doing so as themselves.121 By not bringing the 

viewer into the diegesis, the production of historical knowledge is more fruitful since it 

keeps the distance between the viewer and the past, and thus, the viewer is aware and 

reflects self-consciously on his or hers bodily responses to past events.122 Therefore, the 

film’s ability to affectively engage its audience is also crucial to its ability to immerse 

(the conflation of present and past) them into the historical past, and vice versa, all the 

while making the viewer acknowledge the fact that the past can never be fully recovered 

or graspable (the severance of present and past). What Landsberg wants to emphasise 

with her theorisation of the affective engagement is that there is a difference in touching 

a viewer with affect and immersing oneself in a seamless identification-process.123  

‘Overidentifying’ with a historical narrative or person is to not be challenged or 

provoked to form new cognition or thought, as an affective engagement would in making 

the experience still feel real when taking place inside the individual’s body. To affectively 
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engage an audience is to disrupt the seamless, immersive, identification occurring when 

the viewer processes a narrative, instead provoking a moment of interruption which 

allows for self-evaluation.124 Thus, the historical narrative in popular culture has could 

provoke new critical historical thinking and reflection, as well as a development in 

historical consciousness.125 I must argue, in addition to reflections on popular culture, that 

the affective engagement initiated through fictional narratives is what draws the audience 

to experience the materiality that is at hand. And, thus, Melotti’s and Landsberg’s theories 

will merge into one in that intersection of real and unreal.  

 

4.3 The time-traveller and the prosthetic  

The aim of the theoretical considerations made above, in connection to the previous 

research in the earlier sections of the text, is to theorise the experience and encounter 

between historical material space and the audience/viewer/tourist/human body, 

specifically that space which is negotiated through Outlander’s fictional universe on the 

Scottish landscape. While Melotti focuses on the historical materiality, Landsberg draws 

focus on that of the history mediated through the visual media of film. If this study had 

been aimed purely on the Outlander tv-series, Landsberg’s theory might have been 

enough to analyse the affective engagement. However, the franchise has since been 

trandsmedially extended into immersive Outlander-tours, and therefore, Melotti’s theory 

on material and physical history/archaeology and tourism lends the dimension of 

complexity needed when the initial affect of the tv-series is extended into physical 

movement and emotional investments to historical sites and further interaction with both 

national histories as well as fictional narratives. The fictional state of Outlander adds the 

dimensions of authentic and artificial, and this intricate relationship would be well 

represented through analysis of the time-traveller and the prosthetic.  

The irretrievability of the past is unbearable to us, we seem to desperately crave 

its recovery as Lowenthal concludes, “Is there no way to recapture, re-experience, relive 

it? Some agency, some mechanism, some faith must let us know, see, sense the past”.126 

In this case, it is historical fiction which “[..] not only retrieves past sights and sounds but 

return people bodily to previous times”.127 We want to unlock the past, to immerse 
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ourselves wholeheartedly in the exotic of another age.128 Through heritage tourism and 

period film we are invited to factual and fictional landscape which upholds a physical 

past, being affectively engaged time-travellers. This physicality is, drawing from 

examples of Lowenthal, a relic of past events which we have the opportunity to 

experience – which only belongs to history once we think it does.129 A relic, or remnants, 

of a past offers access to any passer-by, interacting with the visuality of it being less self-

conscious and un-guided than reding about it: “[..] physical relics remain directly available 

to our senses”130. The time-traveller have immediate access to the past through available 

relics. They can be touched and seen, implying there is no doubt to the time-traveller’s 

senses. However, senses are fickle, and the relics convey elusive and slippery 

information. Still, the relic is deemed authentic to the public.131 The relic is very much 

the physical and material trace of history, something that can be experienced sensory, but 

it is also a product of present values, and it conforms to the changes of time to suit us 

bodily. We can still make it a prosthetic. 

As with the case of Clint Hallam, our physical body has the integrity of an 

unstable, yet unitary, entity: the prospect of twosomeness is alien. Even though the donor 

organ and the recipient could co-exist through medical efforts the incorporation of each 

separate part into the unitary ‘body’ did not, in the end, feel right for either Hallam or his 

intimate others. This is particularly the case with transplants of visible body parts, 

intimidating the bodily integrity of the singular individual with its obvious twosomeness. 

Therefore, possession is here shown to be imperative for the body’s integrity.132 I want to 

draw parallels from the case of Clint Hallam to argue for the merging of the physical body 

of history (for example, relics) to that of the contemporary individual or collective as 

being advantageously prosthetic; history is alien and dead in the past, we cannot accept 

the transplant of it, but we could wear it as a commodified, exchangeable, depending 

solely on affective engagement and a sensuous experience, prosthetic. 133  

With the inspiration given to me through prosthetic memory, which is Alison 

Landsberg’s interpretation of contemporary public memory, I would turn towards 

material history as being the prosthetic - a kind of affective, commodified and 

exchangeable relationship which maintains a contemporary bodily integrity, all the while 
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allowing a person to interact and immerse oneself with the physicality of the past. The 

materiality of the past is to be “worn” as an affective prosthetic at the visitor’s pleasure. 

The ‘limb’ is, as concluded by Landsberg, available to those who can ‘purchase’ it.134 

This interaction, too, derives from the fact that an affective engagement to the past is not 

the same as identifying with it. To actively continue and develop an affective engagement 

with (in this case, both authentic and artificial) history could be similar to wearing the 

historic prosthetic instead of wholly transmitting to become shrouded by the historical 

body. The prosthetic would, in this theory, be the symbol of that interconnectedness of 

authentic and artificial, giving material form to the complex relationship historical fiction 

creates between historical space and the contemporary human body.  

 

*** 

 

To concretise my theory I conclude, through Melotti and Lowenthal, that material 

history and the historical body exists. Human interactions with these places and spaces 

are affected by the immediate present values of those who emotionally invest, engage and 

‘wears’ them, through, for example, transmedia outlets of popular culture or through 

academic history. Considering both Melotti’s, Lowenthal’s and Landsberg’s argument on 

the visual and sensuous importance of contemporary society’s experiential interaction 

with the past, Outlander-tourists moves in an interesting interactive and immersive, 

artificial yet authentic, historical space, in which they leave a permanent yet fleeting mark 

on the heritage and history of Scotland. Additionally, the body of the tourist is, too, 

permanent yet fleeting in his or her investments to their historical consciousness and 

identity. The Outlander-tours will, in theory, be located at the intersection between the 

material/physical embodiment of history and the affective engagement induced by 

popular culture, resulting in new experiential interactions with the a historical (and 

fictional) past.  
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5 Methodological considerations 

Concerning the method of this project I make a turn to the more practical analysis of the 

material audience experience, fan memory-culture and interactive historical space and 

body – the method focusing on a method of observation and interpretation. Thus, I will 

be able to answer and analyse the results of my questions at issue. While the theoretical 

focuses on the emotional investment and affect of the audience or viewer my method turns 

to observe the physical ‘movement’ of said audience, moving them not only to emotion 

but also to physical places of interaction with the material and social dimension I have 

observed and collected. These dimensions of interactions within cultural memory, in turn, 

are extensions of the transmedia narrative of the Outlander-franchise - focusing on the 

guided tours and surveys aimed at fans participating in these. My methodological 

considerations will help me reach the conclusion to what happens at the intersection 

between the real and the virtual, the authentic and artificial.  

These are the places which fans turn to extend their sensuous experience of the 

Outlander-narrative, and, thus, are moved bodily to active, and affective, engagement 

with the materialised narrative of history and fiction – interacting both with the real and 

unreal. My methodological considerations, thus, concerns themselves to a great extent 

with the collecting of my primary source material, as well as the interpretation of the 

memory culture collected and observed. This inevitably affects and encompasses the 

method of my presentation of the results and the subsequent and coinciding analysis of 

these. This section is concerned with how I connect the moving audience and making 

history come ‘alive’ and ‘breathing’, both interconnected with and affecting the 

impendent role as an observer and interpreter of the recreational acts of interaction with 

historical space.  

 

5.1 Observing the Outlander-experience 

Kristyn Gorton’s Media Audiences further explores that to ‘feel something’ is also to be 

‘moved’: “A movie’s ability to move audiences emotionally is crucial to their success 

[..]”.135 In the case of my own study, my method studies both the emotional movement as 

well as the physical. Gorton may be concerned with film studies whereas I am instead 

concerned with the access to emotional investment to the past through popular culture as 

a historian. The movement which will be methodologically observed in this study is a 
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movement to interact with historical space, which is given new life through historical 

fictions, and, therefore, remediated in contemporary society. In addition, one has to 

consider there is no one audience, but there are coherent audiences whose relationship to 

heritage-films overlaps and co-exists.136 Likewise, there is not unity in the experience of 

Outlander-tours, but several overlapping and co-existing, very individual, experiences 

which shows cohesion in other ways.  

According to Bella Dicks, heritage is about journeys; both the physical journey of 

the visitor as well as the recreation of personal narratives and pasts as journeys.137 The 

journey taken by an Outlander-fan has developed to something bigger than the cinema 

experience. The viewer is no longer confined to the monolog experience of simply 

watching a tv-series or reading the book; they can now interact with both space and time 

by visiting heritage sites used for sets in the Outlander tv-series, as well as further a 

dialogue with other fans on online-forums. Moving the audience, in this case, means 

moving them physically outside the “cinema” (where the initial emotional movement 

occurred) to continue to interact and re-negotiate historical and cultural space and its 

relation to fiction.  

”Places today have become exhibitions of themselves”138. Without an attractive 

and legible identity, the place does not offer an ‘experience’: “[..] visitability is dependent 

on the display of culture, but culture defined in particular ways. [..] Culture is central to 

the production of visitability, for it enables a place to become somewhere to go. In the 

process, it becomes something for everyone to experience”.139 The historical landscape 

and places have become ‘talking environments’, communicating with and addressing its 

visitors.140 My role, and method, as an observer and participant in the Outlander-tours is 

to observe what is displayed and ‘listen’ to this communication which occurs between the 

visitor and historical space.  

The material I have gathered shows the contemporary tourist/fan/participator’s 

need to bring the historical ‘there’ here to experience it, and that is how I will have to 

interpret it. The temporal distance to past events and people is overcome by the visitor’s 

sensory, interactive, experience with the ‘there’, in the ‘here’.141 In a time in which travel 

is a mass activity, visitors interact with condensed, visitable representations of a cultural 
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display, giving them the ‘essence’ of, in this case, history; history which has been 

renegotiated in a fictional universe. The fictionality of Outlander lends a virtual and 

artificial lens to that of Scotland’s authentic history – the Outlander-experience a tourist 

is searching for transforms the historical space to a kind of virtual experience.142 The 

destinations are rather experienced than gazed at, favouring the simulation over the simple 

representation. However, the more we are craving the past’s physicality, the more we 

simulate (and fabricate) it through modern technologies, resulting in a further push away 

from the ‘natural’ state of historical authenticity.143  

Heritage sites is, inevitably, equal to visitable history, being visitor-oriented 

stages of authentic culture.144 The ‘living history’ of heritage sites is often characterised 

by interactive reconstructions and simulations of the past, giving history life, making it 

more immediate and authentic, emphasising the sensory drama through display.145 

Heritage sites cannot bring the dead back, but they can resurrect the place.146 Its 

visitability attracts visitors to communicate its meaning and reproduce historical 

representations in the main purpose of identity-orientation of said visitors. Heritage is, 

therefore, never kept ‘alive’ for its own sake but for the public’s and the collective’s 

desire, which, in turn, shapes the display of it.147 This visitability, shape of display and 

the ‘life’ of the heritage site is what ultimately bestows a methodological context on the 

observed material, and lends perspective on how to methodologically interpret both my 

observations and the survey answers.  

By acting as an observer of this space I aim to analyse further emotional 

movement, after the initial moving of the ‘cinema’ experience - developing into a physical 

or bodily journey, and the investment in remediating both fictional and historical narrative 

and space which is undertaken by fans. By observing these spaces, I also depend on 

interpretations, both my own and other visitors which I gain access to through the surveys 

I will later discuss. Bella Dicks refers to interpretation as endowing “[..] objects and 

places with symbols that make recognizable references to human lifestyles, giving them 

a human context which situates them in places, times, narratives or themes”, the object of 
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interpretation being to make the environment meaningful and accessible within the 

visuality of the experience-centred setting.148  

Being the observer means my methodology is quite strictly interpretive, 

qualitative, and, in some instances, comparative and relational. What I observe and 

interpret is a wholly experience-led tourism activity consisting of several genres of 

materials which immerse the visitor into a historical/heritage space, seeking to blur the 

lines of present and past, the ‘here’ and ‘there’, which has an impact on the visitor’s 

cultural consciousness.149 I will methodologically present and target the information 

conveyed to the visitor – by observing guided tours, interpreting brochures, booklets, 

maps and shops’ displays – revealing the experienced environment displayed for the sole 

purpose of creating the Outlander-experience.150 Like Lotten Gustafsson Reinius did 

when observing the Medieval Week on the Swedish isle of Gotland, I, too, have used 

photographs to capture visual impressions that I encountered in the field.151 As in the case 

of Den förtrollade zonen (The Enchanted Zone, my translation), I will, too, base my 

analysis on my own observations and experiences.152 

Gustafsson also reflects on the role of the observer, whether they are an active 

participator or merely accompanying the rest of the participants, concluding that not 

having a static role as neither is ideal for the observer’s experience.153 When visiting 

Scotland, and participating in Outlander-tours, I seek to collect impressions of situations 

where conversation and context negotiates and mediates a historical space. As both an 

active and accompanying participator/observer, I aim to be flexible and adaptable to what 

I encounter and experience. Apart from my own interpretations, the visitor interpretation 

is aimed to be analysed through surveys aimed at Outlander-fans who have undergone 

the same material experience as I – resulting in answering the first part of my questions 

at issue concerning the embodiment and interpretation of the material historical space. 

Thus, the second block of research questions are set to be answered and analysed.  
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5.1.1 Surveys and ethical considerations 

To recruit members of Facebook’s online-forums to participate in my survey, lending me 

access to the social dimension of the Outlander-memory culture, I must consider the 

ethical complications of doing so. James Cateridge conducted a survey through a third-

party platform when studying ancestral ties to Outlander-inspired heritage-tourism in 

Scotland, in order to not breach the anonymity contract between both parties. This would 

be the main problem in using Facebook-forums to call for participants for surveys. As 

Cateridge points out, most of these groups are ‘closed’, meaning one has to apply for a 

membership and be reviewed before one can access the forum which “[..] implies a degree 

of trust and confidentiality which, if not respected by all users, would likely lead to a 

change in the types of communication published, therefore compromising the source”.154  

In line with Cateridge, I have been given permission from the administrators to 

use the Facebook groups to recruit members to participate in my survey. The answers 

have mainly come from two, large-scale, fan forums targeting the Outlander-franchise. 

My aim is to conduct an anonymized survey through the third-party platform 

www.typeform.com, the same Cateridge used. Even though I started out wanting to 

conduct interviews instead of creating a survey, I soon realised that a survey would be 

wiser to use in logistical and ethical perspective. Even though I have no means with which 

to adapt counter questions to further develop the participant’s reasoning I aim to construct 

the survey-questions in a way that gives the participant the freedom to express themselves 

unhindered. My method is overwhelmingly qualitative, the only questions within the 

survey which could be deemed quantitative being about gender and age. The participant 

is made aware of to what purposes their answers might be used and in which context they 

might be (anonymously) quoted. I aim to collect a smaller number of respondents, 

considering my impendent limitations with the project. The survey questions are found 

in the appendices, Appendix B Survey questions (hyperlink). They are constructed 

around both multiple choice questions as well as long text answers.  
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6 Results and analysis 

The result’s aim is to extensively present and analyse the results of my field work and of 

my surveys – both parts completing each other – mainly presenting my gathered primary 

source material of pictures and observations from the tours, as well as presenting the 

survey results. I will be doing so in two sections. This results in answering the first block 

of questions at issue which concern themselves with the embodiment of material 

historical space, and, in turn, the visitor’s interpretation of these based on their Outlander-

experience. In accordance to these results, I will end each section with a conclusive 

analysis which will turn to answer the second block of questions at issue. 

 

6.1 Studies of the field: Outlander-tours 

I will organize the results of my observations by dividing them into three main 

subheadings: Blackness Castle/Fort William, Doune Castle/Castle Leoch, and, lastly, 

collect the remaining sites into one last subheading, collecting the places lacking in 

substantial material gathered or when the two tours differed too greatly. I will begin each 

part by staking out the ‘authentic’ place with its ‘artificial’ supplement, clarifying in 

which spatial, temporal, and fictional contexts one is moving in. Subsequently, the two 

tours will be intertwined, related, compared and evaluated continuously on content and 

context in relation to the tv-series Outlander. The last subheading of the two sections will 

be concluded by an extended and concluding analysis of the results presented.  

 

6.1.1 Blackness Castle/Fort William 

Blackness Castle is in 

Outlander used as the 

fictive 18th century Fort 

William, Black Jack 

Randall’s headquarters. It 

serves both as the place in 

which Jamie Fraser is 

flogged, for the second 

time, by Randall, as well as 

the setting for Claire Fraser’s short imprisonment – also by Randall’s hand. However, 

what is interesting with the usage of Blackness Castle as Fort William in Outlander is 

that it is also visited by the main characters’ child in the 20th century. Unbeknownst to 

Figure 1 Black Jack Randall flogging Jamie Fraser at Fort William, 

season 1 episode 6 “The Garrison Commander”, Outlander 2014. 
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her, Brianna Randall, conceived in the 18th century and born in the 20th, adopted by 

Claire’s first husband Frank, visits the same place in which her real father was tortured, 

and her mother imprisoned, over two hundred years beforehand (figure 1 and 2, for 

reference). The scene precedes the revelation of her true parentage, but it is, all the while, 

captivating, for a brief moment connecting 20th century Brianna to her 18th century father, 

bringing the ‘there’ here by seemingly overcoming a temporal distance through sensory 

experience with the past.155 The place seems untouched by the decay of history, the only 

apparent difference being in the 

aesthetic colouring of the 

scene, and what appears to be 

wooden railings used in the 18th 

century. These, however, are 

not authentic. They were the 

original iron railings, as seen in 

Brianna’s 20th century scene, 

clad in foam rubber. G1 told a 

neat anecdote about the ‘wooden’ railings of the castle stairs Jamie and Claire flees on, 

after her capture by Randall, being stripped of their artificial layer of ‘wood’ by fans 

wanting to keep ‘a piece of Outlander’ as a souvenir. According to G1, that was how the 

whole railing was stripped of its casing to reveal the ‘authentic’ iron material underneath, 

which is seen when Brianna visits the place. The Outlander-fan only need the railing as 

an object to look and feel real, it does not need to be authentic to lend itself as a tool to 

complete a sensuous experience – the event, the experience, needs to be authentic, not the 

material – demonstrating how that authenticity is relative to contemporary tourists.156 It 

is, in addition, still something the visitor wants to possess and claim ownership to, proving 

just how extensively commodified history has become, realising the fantasy of ownership 

being so easily accessed.157  

Apart from the podium upon which Jamie is flogged, the space in which both 

Jamie and Brianna appear to move in, that is, the fictional Fort William, the Outlander-

tour participator walks into visually the same environment upon entering Blackness 

Castle. Both scenes, which are not farfetched from what the visitor of Blackness Castle 

sees today, asserts a visual consistency and material certainty in the castle’s stone walls 
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Figure 2 Brianna visiting Fort William in the 20th century, Season 2 

episode 13, “Dragonfly in Amber”, Outlander 2016. 
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once the tour participants enter the inner 

courtyard.158 The visitor walk the same 

uneven surface, sees the same un-plastered 

stone walls, the same saltire flag. 

Interestingly enough, an artist’s depiction, 

rendered on an informative sign on the wall-

walk, imagined the courtyard of the 16th 

century with white plastered walls and 

towers, wooden buildings lining the outer 

walls. However, as Blackness Castle is 

depicted as Fort William in Outlander, its 

18th century appearance sees no plastered 

walls or wooden buildings. It appears one 

can choose to either be reincarnated in the 

1960’s or the 1740’s, either way the visual 

image and the materiality of the place will be the same. As a result, by retrieving a 

sensorial past and experiencing it visually consistently, the visitor alter it to what their 

own needs may be, “[..] we persuade ourselves that we unearth what in fact we 

fabricate”.159 In turn, the several representations of Fort William and, therefore, 

Blackness Castle, reimages and recreates several space-bound identities, co-existing 

within the imagination of the visitor and affecting interpretations of the historical site.160  

Apart from being depicted as Fort William in two different centuries, two hundred 

years apart, Blackness Castle is, interestingly enough, quite untouched by Outlander. One 

could visit the castle without knowing it had been used in such a global franchise. Inside 

the castle itself, or while walking on the wall-walk, Outlander is never physically present 

in the history and imagery which is presented at the site. One would have to walk out of 

the castle, across the outer courtyard, and into the gift shop to be reminded of the popular 

cultural phenomenon which occupies the minds of the increasing numbers of visitors.  

Upon entering the gift shop and reception desk one is met by a big poster captioned as 

‘Behind the scenes: Filming Outlander at Blackness Castle’. The introductory paragraph 

presents the fortress as the headquarters of Black Jack Randall, Fort William. Once inside 

the shop, the visitor can indulge him or herself to an Outlander-souvenir, or flip through 
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Figure 3 Private picture, Moa Hågbäck. Inner 

courtyard, Blackness Castle, 2019. 
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the binder featuring behind the scenes 

photos of the production’s filming at 

Blackness. The binder is symbolical to a 

kind of ‘proof of fact’ between the actual 

fiction of the show and all its inherent 

artificiality, how the modern shares the 

space with the past. There is an effort 

made to mediate the 18th century on-screen 

which the viewer is not aware of because 

they do not see the modern solutions to 

past actualities – and the historical space 

in which none of the fictional narrative 

ever took place in. Especially at Blackness 

Castle, where Outlander is not 

figuratively as incorporated into the 

stones of the walls itself as in Doune Castle, as I will explain later, it becomes apparent 

to the visitor that the historical site itself retains its historical and material value without 

the franchise. Outlander can easily be extracted from the place – discard the behind the 

scenes binder (which does not mention Blackness Castle as Fort William), tear down the 

Outlander-poster at the entrance, and stop selling the Outlander-souvenirs – and 

Outlander is gone, the historical space intact.  

The presence of Outlander in the historical space of heritage sites reminds us of 

both the artificiality and the authenticity of the tv-shows narrative, the body of history 

being set in a temporal contrast to the present, the ‘here’, to remind the visitor of the 

distance to both the past, the ‘there’, and within producing a visual imagery of the past to 

a mass-media audience.161 To reproduce the past, we make use of the modern present in 

the process, as seen in the gas-fuelled lamp. Outlander gives the visitor an image of the 

past, a ‘flavour’ or a sensation of a pleasurable ‘otherness’, creating an illusion of having 

had an emotional contact with the past. The authentic does not need authenticity, the gas-

fuelled lamp shows that, today, the authentic and the artificial, the past and the present, 

live side by side with the purpose of immersing the audience in a different temporal, 

spatial and cultural experience of the individual’s senses.162  
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Figure 4 Private picture, Moa Hågbäck. The 'there' 

and the 'here': gas-fuelled lamp in a 18th century 

setting, Blackness Castle, 2019. 
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Being the first place the visitor enter, the display of Outlander in the gift shop 

reflects on the tour as well. Upon the approach to the site, both tour guides introduced the 

castle first as Fort William, second as Blackness Castle. G1, however, focuses on 

recreating the imagery of Outlander so that we can ‘immerse’ and prepare ourselves for 

the site, when G2 focuses more on telling us the ‘real’ history, which has been ‘out 

shadowed’ by Outlander. On T1 the participants are encouraged to recreate scenes from 

their imagination, inspired by the tv-series, to ‘see’ and experience where Jamie was 

whipped; since Blackness Castle’s inner courtyard is a physical ‘relic’ which could be 

interpreted as directly available to our visual senses, it is up to the visitor to draw on his 

or hers individual affective engagement to the fictional narrative to bridge the world of 

the real and the unreal, spurred by their desire “[..] to touch and be touched by history”.163 

Also in T2 it is important to recreate scenes in the participants imagination to prepare the 

visitor to recreate the fictional space. Nonetheless, the guides differ when shifting from 

the ‘authentic’ to the ‘artificial’, G1 often introducing the place as the historical 

‘authentic’, to later explain the relevance to us participants and the Outlander-experience. 

G2 focused very much more on the ‘authentic’ history, given that Outlander makes it 

more attractive and sparks interest, before linking it to Fort William, Jamie and Randall.  

There is, inevitably, a quite distinct separation of the fiction and the authentic in 

the tour-narrative, and at Blackness itself. The guides both uses a discourse which 

explicitly talks about Outlander or history, shifting back and forth with confident ease, 

all the while making the tourist both aware and unaware of what is real and what is unreal. 

Blackness Castle is an interesting site because it reflects that very same separative 

discourse, the gift shop entertaining the guest with the material ownership.164 When the 

visitors journey across the outer courtyard and into the castle itself the physical movement 

reflects a transition into a historical space which is only embodied by Outlander through 

the visual and material values the tourist brings there. By reinvesting and to some extent 

recreating the fictional past within the factual historical space, the material dimension 

become fluid and, in a sense, non-material.165  

A tourist unfamiliar with the Outlander-narrative would, inside the castle, never 

feel its presence the way an Outlander-fan would; seeing the place in which Jamie was 

flogged, being able to reimagine the scene. Entering the inner courtyard demands the 
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visitors’ sensory and affective engagement to it. Without feeling the tension of Jamie’s 

flogging the sensuous experience cannot become ‘authentic’, the Outlander-experience 

at Blackness Castle looking “[..] for authenticity of sensation, emotion and experience 

without troubling about problems of archaeological, historical or philological 

authenticity”.166 Blackness lends its authenticity, the material certainty and continuity of 

the stone walls (seemingly enduring every test of time in Outlander), to create a sensuous 

Outlander-experience for the visitor, satisfying his or her emotional needs, maybe even 

being educational.167 By knowing the space from Outlander, the visitor act upon its 

physical memory and history which has been affected by the fictional narrative, 

recognising it as such altering what will survive of the past in the future.168 By saying so, 

who knows what the picture of the gas-fuelled canister will represent in the future? What 

will happen to the binder holding the treasure of behind the scenes photos from the film 

set? Is it become  a piece of the written history of Blackness Castle in itself?  

 

6.1.2 Doune Castle/Castle Leoch 

Castle Leoch is, in Outlander, the 

seat of the clan MacKenzie. Just 

like Blackness Castle and Fort 

William, Doune Castle appears in 

more than one century as its fictive 

representation of Leoch. In contrast 

to Blackness Castle, Doune Castle 

is seen in various states of decay in 

the show, counting its current, visitable, state. 18th century Leoch is seemingly in better 

condition than Doune Castle which I am visiting today in the 21st century, but Outlander 

put much more emphasis on the castle’s crumbling body when Claire and her first 

husband Frank visits Leoch in the 1940’s. In the same episode we see that the place has 

gone from splendour to ruin. But Doune Castle of 2019 is not a ruin as shown in 

Outlander, but it is quite comfortably inviting for the visitor in search of the Outlander-

experience, only seemingly crumbling on the very top of the wall walks and the keep-

gatehouse’s upper parapet. Visiting Doune Castle in the 21st century would, therefore, be 

like going back in time like Claire, the materiality of the site being visibly more 

                                                 
166 Melotti, Marxiano (2011) p. 15.  
167 Melotti, Marxiano (2011) p. 11-12.  
168 Lowenthal, David (2015) p. 411.  

Figure 5 Castle Leoch as seen in the 18th century, season 1 

episode 1, “Sassenach”, Outlander 2014. 
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recognizable in its 18th 

century shroud than the one 

Claire and Frank visits in the 

1940’s. The recovery of the 

past which we crave is, 

according to the mediated 

imagery of Outlander 

compared to the physical 

place of Doune Castle today, 

in some way a visually retrievable relic of the exotic, wild, past.169  

When entering Doune Castle the visitors are equipped with an audio-guide, in 

which, they are instructed, there are three specific numbers only concerned with 

Outlander. And, the best part is they are narrated by Sam Heughan who portrays and 

embodies Jamie Fraser. There are three locations spread out across the castle in which 

Sam guides the visitor through different aspects of the show; in the courtyard he tells 

them of the scene in which Claire arrives at Castle Leoch in season one, episode two; in 

the kitchen they learn that not one scene from ‘inside’ the castle actually was filmed there, 

everything had to be meticulously duplicated in a Glasgow studio since Doune’s interior 

is too fragile; and last, at the top of the gateway tower, he tells them about his experience 

when learning the Gaelic language for the show. The visitor is observing and listening, 

being guided by the embodiment of Jamie Fraser, once only heard through the 

imagination of the book-readers. By finding the numbered signs in the castle one is 

pointed in the right direction, and sometimes, one gets the option of choosing Outlander 

– or history. It seems like in Dounce 

Castle, fiction and history works side by 

side, leaving the bridge between the past 

and a contemporary fictional remediation 

of it open for an immediate access to 

become affectively engaged to what one 

chooses; either one can experience an 

intimate connection to the factual past, or 

the fictional.170  

                                                 
169 Lowenthal, David (2015) p. 55, 62-63.  
170 Landsberg, Alison (2015) p. 6–7. 

Figure 6 Castle Leoch as seen in the 20th century, season 1 episode 1, 

"Sassenach”, Outlander 2014 

Figure 7 Private Picture, Moa Hågbäck. Fiction and 

history: choose what you want to hear, Doune Castle, 

2019. 
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However, there is another popular cultural narrative which has had a great impact 

on Doune – Monty Python and the Holy Grail. Terry Jones, part of the Monty Python 

comedy group, narrates the main tour of the premises, giving the listener both the general 

history of the space they are in, as well as titbits from the filming of The Holy Grail. Even 

though not Outlander-related, the audio is interesting in its sensory emphasis, using 

sound-effects to re-enact an attack of the castle’s gates. Jones instructs the listener that to 

“[..] get a better idea of what the attackers would have been up against, we’re going to try 

storming the place!”.171 To the sounds of clinking swords and creaking wood, the visitor 

is told that if they had visited in the 14th century, the gates would be barred. But the 

listener is a welcome guest, temporally removed from the brutality of the past, and today 

the gates stand wide open. Fiction, sensuous experience and pop-culture is part of the 

castle’s body. The ‘tourist gaze’ allows one to be sufficiently removed from what one 

considers ‘other’, the past, still retaining the pleasurable experience and mastery of the 

situation, commonly maintained through photography.172 Yet, the visitor being 

temporally and spatially removed from the past, the present emotional bond to (fictional) 

historical events and people has an intense immersive power in creating bodily 

encounters.173 

The immersion into the historical body was also important for Sam Heughan when 

he was ‘transitioning’ into Jamie Fraser – he found that to learn the Gaelic language was 

an important contribution to him ‘getting into character’. In the same way, Heughan helps 

the visitor transition into the historical body and the fictional body of Leoch, by both 

commenting on how he felt the history flow through his body, as well as how Doune 

embodies the fictional materiality of Leoch, and the body of the people who lived there 

came alive (even though they were never ‘alive’). By learning Gaelic he become more of 

Jamie, because he becomes more legitimately and authentically historical when applying 

rules of historical consistency to his own ‘play’ (acting).174  

Likewise, by visiting ‘Leoch’ the Outlander-experience becomes more legitimate 

and embodied, being an important part of the Outlander-narrative and body. In the end, 

the historic space is as important to the fiction as the fiction is to the historic space; “For 

fiction represents and actually embodies some of the widely accepted social mores and 

                                                 
171 https://www.historicenvironment.scot/media/3391/doune-intro.mp3 Entering Doune Castle, MP3 

(accessed 2019-04-25). 
172 Hogan, Jackie (2011) p. 170.  
173 Landsberg, Alison (2015) p. 32.  
174 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 74. 
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intellectual presuppositions of its age”.175 Fiction is, in a way, helping us keep history 

alive in a creative and innovative way.176 Nonetheless, trying to give the past a present 

body which visitors can interact with only proves the unknowability and strangeness it 

brings with it to the present.177 Even if Sam Heughan speaks Gaelic to appear historically 

legitimate, it also emphasises 

an ‘otherness’ which the visitor 

cannot wholly know.  

“Yes! You are standing 

in Mrs. Fitz’s kitchen!”178 

Heughan exclaims upon 

entering the number 18 and 

pressing the play-button on the 

audio guide. He describes the 

visual representations of the castle’s kitchen as seen in Outlander (figure 8, for reference), 

furnishing the empty and cold hall with the imagery of cooking food, roaring fires, and 

aromatic smells. The listener is bent to recall the scenes of Claire, Mrs. Fitz, and Jamie 

interacting in the kitchen, imagining the space bustling with people and life. “But 

actually… None of that was filmed here”179 Heughan reveals, thus, snatching the carpet 

of reality from right underneath the listener’s feet. The entire kitchen was rebuilt in a 

Glasgow studio, painstakingly duplicated. The artificial double had to be easily 

(mis)taken as the authentic; “[..] Visitors usually think that we did film here”180. The 

visitor perceives the space as being authentic, but it is not materially authentic to the tv-

series, the historical place is not what is visualised in Outlander. The artificially authentic 

need only give the onlooker the feel of authenticity to satisfy the sensuous experience, a 

true authenticity is no necessary.181 Scenes were, however, filmed in the courtyard. But 

only after the crew had gone through a series of thorough precautionary work to not 

damage the original state of the ground. This, too, were too ‘authentic’ to be seen as 

                                                 
175 Southgate, Beverley (2014) p. 8.  
176 Southgate, Beverley (2014) p. 10. 
177 De Groot, Jerome (2016b) p. 89.  
178 This sequence is not to be found online, but I wrote down some crucial quotes in my notebook. All 

credits go to Historic Scotland, Doune Castle, and Sam Heughan. Audio-guide, tour number 18, 

‘Outlander: Kitchen’.  
179 All credits go to Historic Scotland, Doune Castle, and Sam Heughan. Audio-guide, tour number 

18, ‘Outlander: Kitchen’. 
180 All credits go to Historic Scotland, Doune Castle, and Sam Heughan. Audio-guide, tour number 

18, ‘Outlander: Kitchen’. 
181 Melotti, Marxiano (2011) p. 15.  

Figure 8 Mrs. Fitz's kitchen as seen in Outlander, season 1 episode 2, 

"Castle Leoch", Outlander 2014. 
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artificial by those who did not know the courtyard should not look like that. Even though 

Doune Castle, much more than other places visited on the tours, are incorporating the 

Outlander-franchise into their display and exhibits it is not the ‘authentic’ place in which 

the imagery of the tv-series is set. Still, the site only has to create an authentic experience, 

which maintains the continuity of the collective imagery of the site’s past.182  

In a sense, Doune Castle is a perfect metaphor for the historic narrative created by 

fiction – it is merely a layer of mediated memory which is only applied to the historic 

space once a person who is familiar with Outlander enters it. Doune Castle extensively 

adopt and adapt the artificiality of fiction to expand on the original authentic, Outlander 

being a part of the body of the castle, like an important corner-stone in its foundation. 

These are the gears which the affective engagement historical film creates with the 

audience, embodying while distancing, alienating and all the while being in a complex, 

intimate, relationship to it; “[..] the affective engagements [..] do much more than simply 

add flesh and bones to the story. They facilitate both the historical re-enactment and the 

self-conscious reflection on that process that Collingwood sees as fundamental to 

historical analysis”.183 

“Dress the part, pose in front of the castle backdrop and share your photos. 

#DOUNESTYLE” the sign between the row of period costumes and the electrically 

illuminated mirror, with its frame of 

lightbulbs, reads. To the right of the mirror 

there is a massive poster, in front of which the 

visitor is meant to pose as “the part”. Said 

‘part’ is logically referring, or drawing 

parallels, to the ‘part’ an actor/actress plays 

when immersed into his or her role, like 

Caitriona Balfe dresses the “part” as Claire. 

But there is a deeper dimension of immersion 

and re-enactment at stake when partaking in a 

playful, experiential activity like this. Once 

one puts on a period outfit, in a heavily 

experiential historical environment, the ‘part’ 

becoming the present visitor’s immersive and 

                                                 
182 Melotti, Marxiano (2011) p. 16.  
183 Landsberg, Alison (2015) p. 29. 

Figure 9 Private picture, Moa Hågbäck. 'Take a 

turn' and 'dress the part' at Outlander-re-

enactment, Doune Castle, 2019. 
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physical journey to an embodied and 

material past. A playful, immersive, 

activity like dressing the part of an 18th 

century woman, within the historical 

space of a medieval castle, takes the 

visitor on a palpable, intense, and sensory 

experience.184 The ‘play’ occurs when 

applicable rules are present to keep the 

consistency of reality to the player – by 

dressing in historically legitimate clothes, 

the play gives the player a temporal shift 

of reality. It is the solidness of history and 

place that appeals and invokes play; 

naturally, having been touring Doune 

Castle/Castle Leoch for an extended 

period of time has inspired the visitor to 

want to go further from his or her own present reality, immersed further into the 

Outlander-milieu.185  

Another very large placard is the first thing one sees as you enter the Great Hall 

of Doune Castle – the first thing one encounters is Outlander. It describes the filming as 

making the place come ‘alive’ with actors and their crew, period wardrobe and animals. 

Automatically, Doune is assumed to have been ‘dead’; the ‘part’ the actors play, as well 

as the visitor, is to make it a breathing, living, thing again. To make history come ‘alive’ 

at a heritage sites is characterised by interactive reconstructions or simulations of the past, 

literally giving history ‘life’ in the present, making it immediately authentic with an 

emphasis on the sensory drama on display.186 Outlander does just that, reconstructs and 

simulates the past, with actors, wardrobe and historical spaces. Even though they cannot 

resurrect the dead, they did resurrect Doune Castle as a place. 187  

Sharing photos on social media (#DOUNESTYLE) and visiting the halls with the 

purpose of ‘meeting’ Mrs. Fitz in her kitchen, or bumping into a highland warrior named 

Jamie in the narrow corridors, the visitor is actively partaking in the re-investment of the 

                                                 
184 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 7-8, 16, 41. 
185 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 74-76.  
186 Dicks, Bella (2007) p. 122–123.  
187 Dicks, Bella (2007) p. 125.  

Figure 10 Private picture, Moa Hågbäck. Pose in dress-

up with Doune Castle as the backdrop, Doune Castle, 

2019. 
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historical place’s cultural heritage, a re-investment which, in the case of Doune Castle, is 

seemingly quite dependent on Outlander’s mass-medial reach, and other fictive story 

worlds which has been imagined here. Doune Castle is not simply a safekeeper of the past 

‘for its own sake’, as it, in addition, reproduces it “[..] for an audience whose perspectives 

and desires (as these are understood by heritage producers) inevitably shape its 

displays.”188 No further reflections on the guides’ contributions will be made concerning 

Doune Castle, since we only used the audio-guide provided.  

 

6.1.3 And, other places of note 

Culross had several different, 

however small, roles to play in 

Outlander. Therefore, the main 

aim to go there with the tour is 

to see what is depicted as 

Castle Leoch’s gardens, Geillis 

Duncan’s house, and the 

mercat cross, the Scottish 

equivalent to the market cross. 

The road to the gardens is, in 

reality, somewhat longer than 

the one which is implied in Outlander. Seemingly set in the castle’s backyard, the garden 

is really set more than 20 miles away. G2 told us he or she were going to show us where 

they did the CGI [computer generates images], the guide working as the sites’ and 

fiction’s translator in a time where the authenticity lies within the sensuous, emotional, 

experience, which does not trouble itself with archaeological, historical, or geographical 

authenticity or accuracy.189 As we leave Doune during T2, our guide tells us that if we 

would have been in the fictive universe of Outlander, then our journey to the gardens 

would not be too long, but since we are not in the Outlander-universe, we had to go there 

in our minivan. Drawing parallels to the minibus we drove in as the modern horse, the 

guide further distances us passengers to both the past, and the fictive substance which is 

Outlander. Paralleled to the concept of affective engagement, the guide distances the 

participant from both the past and the fiction through a temporal and spatial remove, 

                                                 
188 Dicks, Bella (2007) p. 134.  
189 Melotti, Marxiano (2011) p. 15. 

Figure 11 Leoch's gardens, filmed at Culross. Doune Castle posing as 

Leoch in the background, season 1 episode 2, “Castle Leoch”, 

Outlander 2014. 
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emphasising the encounter as being something that is experienced bodily through the 

individual’s subjective position allowing him or her to remain self-reflective of his or her 

environment and experience.190  

However, in both tours, upon arriving at Culross’ mercat cross, we once again try 

to approach a physical closeness to the Outlander-narrative and the people which we see 

on-screen. Drawing on the affective engagement of the participant to experience an 

intimacy and closeness to the fictional narrative at an authentic historical site, we are told 

to reimagine the little boy who gets his ear nailed to a wooden post as punishment – 

making us feel a personal connection to a ‘brutal’ past which provokes us as ‘present day’ 

dwellers, just as is provoked Claire in Outlander.191 And, if we turn to our right, we see 

the very same window in which Geillis and 

Claire witness the scene. At the time of both 

tours, however, the mercat cross is not 

representative of its historical ‘other’, or the 

fictional imagery which is mediated through 

Outlander – the space is overcrowded with 

cars, proving that no matter how the present 

tries to materialise and embody a fiction or 

history the past cannot be fully represented in 

the present. We are in a constant state of 

otherness to our past – to try and make the past 

known and physically present just emphasises 

its strangeness.192  

Thus, the scene is hard to reimagine, both guides reflect over the cars and how it 

‘would’ (or maybe, should) have looked like, trying to enhance the contemporary 

experience of the past which is threatened by the modernity of cars. One guide asks us to 

imagine the cars as horses instead, for the sake of historical authenticity, trying to create 

the time-slip which is hard to experience. The experience between the human (we as 

participators of the tour) and the inanimate object (the cars, affecting the site) hinders the 

physical and emotional  movement and journey to experience the past.193 G1 tells us a 

funny anecdote about how the current owner of Geillis’ house installed a 50” flat screen 

                                                 
190 Landsberg, Alison (2015) p. 33–34.  
191 Landsberg, Alison (2015) p. 27, 3. 
192 De Groot, Jerome (2016b) p. 89. 
193 De Groot, Jerome (2016b) p. 90. 

Figure 12 Private picture, Moa Hågbäck. Looking 

at Geillis' house from the Culross mercat cross, 

Culross, 2019. 
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TV, a modernity which, like the cars, has to be ignored for the sake of both historical and 

fictional authenticity (Geillis would not be able to have a TV like that, the guide informed 

us), implying that the affect of the present on this heritage site is, in a sense, anachronistic, 

the present being part of an incompletion itself.194  

In addition, Culross is the place which both guides do the guiding for us outside 

the bus – on earlier sites we were left to our own devices, G1 being more ‘with us’ than 

G2, always giving us a short introduction to the place outside the bus – mainly because it 

is more difficult to navigate by yourself on the streets of Culross. G2 also took us above 

the palace gardens used in the tv-show, to show us where they did the CGI ‘magic’. G1, 

on the other hand, took us into the studio of photographer Graham Harris Graham, where 

we got to indulge ourselves in the photographic material, which was to a great extent 

Outlander-related and available for purchase. On both tours, Culross was the site which 

marked the end.  

Interestingly, the tours differed greatly on Linlithgow Palace; T1 did not have it 

on its initial itinerary, but since we were time-efficient we got the additional short stop; 

T2 did have it on the initial itinerary, we spent as much as two hours there including 

lunch. Our first guide wanted us to see the place, even if it was not included, because the 

place is important to a deeply emotional and gruesome part of the Outlander-narrative – 

Jamie’s imprisonment, torture and rape by Black Jack Randall’s hand in the fictive 

Wentworth prison – everything boiling down to the 

physicality of sex and death, relatable yet ‘other’.195 

The scenes inside the prison-cell is not filmed here, 

the only scenes which are related to the plot which 

used the palace as a set is when Claire walks out of 

the gates, and when Jamie is taken through a corridor 

to the right inside the gates. This is what G1 wanted 

to show us, because G1 valued the relevance over 

place, indicating that Linlithgow was not relevant 

nor imperative enough to complete the Outlander-

experience (which, Castle Leoch/Doune Castle or 

Lallybroch/Midhope Castle is); the artificiality 

(fiction) winning over authenticity (history). 

                                                 
194 De Groot, Jerome (2016b) p. 113. 
195 Melotti, Marxiano (2011) p. 5–7.  

Figure 13 Private picture, Moa Hågbäck. 

The gatehouse and a corridor were the 

only sets used for Wentworth prison, 

Linlithgow Palace, 2019. 
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However, G1 took us into the adjacent church in which we spent more time than in the 

palace – since both Outlaw King (2018) and Mary Queen of Scots (2018) had been filmed 

there. What both guides and tours had in common was that the stop at Linlithgow Palace 

had more to do with historical narratives than fictional. Apart from telling us the story of 

Mary Queen of Scots, the palace does have a connection to the Jacobites (making it, even 

though a bit farfetched, Outlander-related apart from the Wentworth prison-scenes). The 

journey between Blackness Castle and Linlithgow Palace on T2, therefore, became a 

history lesson. Our guide condensed the story of Mary Stuart into ten minutes, and then 

told us how Linlithgow became the shell of what it once was; because Bonnie Prince 

Charlie had stayed there (very briefly), it was associated with the Jacobite cause and, 

therefore, burnt down in 1746 by Cumberland’s armies.  

This empty shell is what the visitor moves in; to me, it does not embody the 

Wentworth prison mediated through Outlander, once I step through the gates the place is 

historically intact. Even so, G2 told us several participants asked where ‘it’ happened, ‘it’ 

being the torture and rape, the theme of sex and death still tempting the voyeuristic 

dimension of the tourists’ mind.196 Even though Linlithgow is an empty shell, it does have 

a fictional value bound to it through the Wentworth-scenes. However, it has a different 

historical authenticity and ‘purity’ to it compared to the other spaces we visit during both 

tours; the affective connection which gives Linlithgow Palace its historic body in the 

present has not been as dependent on Outlander.197 It does not have an audio-guide with 

celebrated actors narrating the visitor through the halls, and what is on display is 

archaeological findings from the grounds. The gift shop, like the one at Blackness Castle, 

is more disconnected to the palace itself in contrast to Doune Castle’s gift shop which is 

accessed through the courtyard; it is only in the gift shop the visitor sees material traces 

of Outlander in the souvenirs.  

Personally, Linlithgow could not embody Outlander. The experience of walking 

through the great hall, with its massive hearth, is that of a historical tragedy. I felt like I 

did not want to associate such a beautiful place with fictive narratives of torture and rape, 

out of respect for its historical value and meaning. I was, thus, affectively engaged to the 

historical body and material, perhaps even to Mary Stuart or Bonnie Prince Charlie, but 

not Outlander.198 Apparently, since other participants of the tour, as G2 told us, are still 

interested in reimagining these scenes here, the importance and the sensuous experience 
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of the historical space is extensively individual. This also proves that the visitor is actually 

searching for the relevance and experience of the fictional narrative personally, not to be 

satiated by the smaller amount of space used from Linlithgow. They are craving a further 

physical relationship to the historic space and fictive past, like time-travellers craving the 

past’s recovery embodied in historical fiction; yet, the ‘unlocking’ of the Outlander-

narrative through Outlander-tours cannot transition the participant to the storyworld 

wholeheartedly or satisfactorily.199  

An additional, brief, stop was made during T1 which was not made during T2 – 

Callendar house. G1 was personally very keen on showing us the Georgian kitchen of the 

estate, in which the gruesome scene of the Duke of Sandringham’s decapitation was 

filmed. Inside the kitchen we were met by a lady dressed in period clothes who showed 

us how the kitchen worked in the past, how it had developed according to new 

technologies, and in addition, we were treated to Outlander-inspired sweets, recipes 

found in the Outlander cooking book Outlander Kitchen. The historical lesson around the 

kitchen and estate was extensive and informative, but when that section was done with, 

the lady easily shifted out of her historical ‘zone’, into the world of Outlander instead.  

She brought out big placards on which she had assembled a collection of 

photographs from behind the scenes of Outlander when they were filming in ‘her’ 

kitchen. These showed us how they had rigged the light in the kitchen, and how they had 

repainted it. The lady also told us about her experiences with seeing the whole production 

at site, as well as a funny anecdote about her coming into work one morning and finding 

Sandringham’s ‘corpse’ in ‘her’ kitchen, giving both her, and us as listeners, a sense of 

immediate access to both the past 

(through the historical setting) and 

the fiction (through ‘knowing’ the 

production).200 The pièce de 

résistance was the cut-out paper 

masks with Caitriona Balfe’s and 

Sam Heughan’s faces on them. It is 

interesting how such a small thing, 

a thin piece of cut-out paper, can 

embody so much because of the 
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Figure 14 Private picture, Moa Hågbäck. Becoming Claire and 

Jamie, Callendar House, 2019. 
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meaning and value they carry both on the fictional universe of Outlander, as well as the 

embodiment of Scottish historical space through these ‘artificial’ characters of the past. 

Characters played, portrayed, and embodied by actors, and, ultimately, connecting us 

bodily to both the past and the fiction in the present Outlander-experience.201 Through 

these masks, like the dress-up at Doune Castle, the visitor enacts in a playfulness and 

provoking of their own need of physical closeness and connection to something which is 

irretrievable, both the authentic past and the artificial narrative of Outlander, never to be 

recovered by you.202 

 

6.1.4 Concluding analysis on Outlander-tours  

Concluding this section concerning my observations in the field I intend to answer the 

first question at issue; By which means is the transmedial historical fiction of Outlander 

embodied in the guided tour of the Scottish landscape? 

“[..] memory can only become collective as part of a continuous process whereby 

memories are shared with the help of symbolic artefacts that mediate between individuals 

and, in the process, create communality across both space and time”203; the collective 

memory of both Outlander-fans and Scottish heritage-tourism are embodied within the 

processes of giving their artefacts (i.e. heritage sites) symbolism which mediates across 

space and time, history and fiction both providing the collective with a remediation of a 

physical past which reconfigures the embodiment of the historical landscape itself. 

Established memory sites are re-established through a repositioning to accommodate the 

fiction within the historical body – within the gift shops, within the exhibition, and within 

the sensuous experiences of the space itself. Contemporary interpretation and 

embodiment at the sites I visited reflects the subjective interests of the Outlander-fandom, 

and if continued, will also reflect future repeated media representation stabilising within 

the lieu de memoire.204 “[..] fiction represents and actually embodies some of the widely 

accepted social mores and intellectual presuppositions of its age”205; demonstrating that 

embodying fiction in the physicality of the past at heritage sites is, in the end, acceptable, 

and maybe even inevitable, in the present.  
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Outlander-tours proves that the historical fiction is not mere entertainment, it 

proves that it immediately and actively engages us in our relationship to history. 

Outlander is, in this sense, helping us keep history alive in a creative and innovative 

way.206 By letting history and fiction be embodied within the same space, they continue 

to share the same aim – to construct meaning in our lives, to construct narratives, and 

therefore, memories.207 The fact that every historical site I have visited has a unique 

relationship to the Outlander-story world is definitive. Thus, the first conclusion I can 

draw on my results, and analysis of these, is that Outlander embodies, and is embodied 

in, the Scottish historical landscape and how we experience history in multiple ways. 

What is represented at the historical/heritage site is critical to how the visitor interprets 

the Scottish historical framework, as well as the Outlander-universe’s story world, thus 

defining the national self and the imagined community of the Outlander-fandom.208 

Following the chronology of my results, Blackness Castle is, compared to Doune 

Castle, quite historically intact. Here, Outlander is embodied in the historical site by the 

Outlander-tourist – the site can still be visited and not having Outlander affect the 

unknowing. It is in the gift shop which Outlander claims space however only as some 

separate occurrence of a film production. Materialised in objects of purchase, in an 

informative poster, or in the binder which contains behind-the-scenes photos – allowing 

for a time-slip in which the past and the fiction is put in contrast to each other, questioning 

which cornerstone is shaping the understanding of the past. However, the sensory 

experience prevails and affects, the visitor is still able to interact with the object of past 

and fiction, feeling the sensation of the physical encounter with the embodiment of the 

fictional narrative while at the same time journeying into the historical past.209 Blackness 

Castle has had an increase in visitors caused by the ‘Outlander-effect’, but the historical 

space, looking beyond the operators surrounding it, is not as Outlander-affected as I 

initially thought.210 Maybe given time, and sufficient funds, Blackness will become more 

like the site which Doune Castle has become. For now, the narrative of the Outlander-

universe remains a shroud of omnipresence which is only perceived by those who walk 

around Blackness Castle consciously knowing and feeling the context of the material and 
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social dimensions of the Outlander-memory culture and collective outside of the castle 

gift shop. The ‘regular’ visitor can still be physically moved to experience the past, but it 

is only the Outlander-fan who will be affected by the presence of Outlander.  

The embodiment of both the Outlander-narrative as well as the historical is, in 

Doune Castle, however intriguing – both the fiction and the fact is contained yet mingled 

in a captivating way. Here, the ‘Outlander-effect’ is as palpable and physical as the very 

stones of the structure, the temporal experience of the heritage site becomes as un-linear 

as the narrative of Outlander itself; one is offered a different way of experiencing and 

comprehending the spatial and temporal dimensions.211 The Outlander-tour “[..] looks for 

authenticity of sensation, emotion and experience without troubling about problems of 

archaeological, historical or philological authenticity”.212 Popular culture and mediated 

representations of the past has been purposefully commodified to reinvent the historical 

space, particularly through the castle’s audio guide in which the listener can feel a sort of 

physical closeness and personal connection to both the past and the fiction with the help 

of Sam Heughan’s voice; they are ‘touched’, provoked, and therefore, affectively 

moved.213 The historical, archaeological, site merely lends its authenticity to the sensuous 

experience of the visitor, satisfying said visitor’s emotional needs.214 

Even though a visitor is not an Outlander-fan, therefore, not listening to the three 

specifically Outlander-related numbers, Terry Jones of the Monty Python comedy 

collective will still be creating an intimate connection to past events and people, 

embodying the castle’s history through the media of popular culture and through a 

sensory-focused tour.215 Compared to Blackness Castle, Doune Castle has combined the 

fiction and the sensuous experience, focusing on the visitors’ personal need for 

authenticity in their interaction with a historical space, as seen for example in their ‘Dress-

up’ activity inside the castle gift shop, making the materialism of the space increasingly 

fluid – evidence to a contemporary society’s change in values.216 Considering Doune 

Castle only works as a sort of authentic ‘shell’ or exterior to Outlander, giving the 

fictional narrative and memory culture the certainty of stones and ruins, none of the 

interior actually being filmed at site like in Blackness Castle, their need to ‘transport’ 

their visitors into seamlessly entering the Outlander-universe is more extensively based 
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upon the experience actually giving the visitor the authenticity, visual consistency and 

legitimacy which they, in the end, actually do not possess. The embodiment of Outlander 

in Doune Castle is extensive and cemented – take the fiction out of Doune and not much 

will be left standing; it is an interesting mix of the real and virtual, authentic and 

artificial.217 

In other places which embodied Outlander in the Scottish historical landscape, 

such as Culross, Linlithgow Palace and Callendar House, their value and relevance for 

the Outlander-experience is still as important as Blackness Castle or Doune Castle, even 

if they appear in less extent and in delimited amount and duration of scenes in the tv-

series. Paralleled to the case of Doune Castle, the Outlander-tour utilize Culross’ 

involvement in the show even if the authenticity of place and space is somewhat 

corrupted; the usage of CGI to create an appearance of the palace gardens being closer to 

Leoch/Doune than in reality, the spatial remove is palpable, the ‘modern horses’ parked 

at the mercat cross obscuring the historic/Outlander-experience, making the temporal 

remove rather awkward. The CGI as a modern technology reflects contemporary needs 

to affect an experience, creating what is an attractive historical environment which can 

be sensuously experienced. As small changes can radically transform a tourist attraction, 

so does the ‘CGI’ of the imagination have to do at Culross.218  

Still, the fictional body of Outlander has brought the group to this historical 

environment, and we still interact with its mediated representations. The experienced 

embodiment of the past and its reincarnation in fiction merges in a place where they 

should be rather impossible, but the visitor’s need has a forceful momentum, and the 

discourse concerning the space creates the experience of past events and people being in 

a superior position to the ‘replicated’ present, what is recalled and recorded can only be 

re-enacted within the present access to the past/fiction.219 Therefore, the visitor can also 

spend two hours in a place which the tv-series only used in two scenes, only utilizing 

Linlithgow palace’s gate and one corridor, filling the ‘gaps’ of the original act.220 

Linlithgow Palace is, thus, profoundly affected by the Outlander-visitor knowing it and 

embodying it as Wentworth prison, they act upon that embodied memory of the fictional 

narrative’s memory ‘canon’ to recognise and therefore altering the space’s appearance, 

value, and meaning, altering its historical body to the fictional relevance.221 
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6.2 The visitor experience: survey participants 

I created a survey specifically aimed at people who had gone to Scotland with the purpose 

of participating and recreating an Outlander-experience. Since I am limited both in time 

and in space within my project, I closed the survey when I had gotten 13 responses. One 

respondent’s answers will not be viable since she had not actually been on an Outlander-

tour and had visited Scotland before the tv-series had even aired, her answers generally 

lacking in any substance. The remaining 12 respondents will, however, contribute more 

or less in the presented results below. First, I would like to start off by concluding that all 

of the respondents identified as women, and the majority of them being 51-70 years old 

(8 out of 12), the remaining four either being 31-50 years old or 71-80 years old, none 

being younger than 31 or older than 80.  

To reach an answer on the questions at issue – how said tours are interpreted by 

visitors through their bodily/emotional experiences – I aim to present my survey results 

first by charting the respondent’s relationship to the Outlander-franchise, and, secondly, 

by charting their experiences of the journeys they made. I will both paraphrase their 

answers as well as directly quote them where it is needed. Thus, each respondent will be 

numbered by the order in which their answers were submitted (1 through 12), which 

allows the reader to track certain respondent’s answers. I will continually develop limited 

analyses during the presentation of the result, to conclude this section with a conclusive 

and extensive analysis of the question at issue.   

 

6.2.1 Charting a fan-and-fiction-relationship and collective 

Ten out of twelve respondents started out reading the books, the majority of them having 

read them since they were originally published in the early 90’s. The remaining two either 

watched the show and read the books at the same time or got the books immediately after 

having first started to watch the show, becoming an “Outlander scholar”222 within six 

months, before the second season aired. I can, therefore, conclude that the respondents of 

my survey are all active within the transmedia storyworld of the Outlander-universe, both 

the tv-series and the books working as a continuation of a franchise, extending the existing 

story world and the experience of it.223 The Outlander-universe’s different mediations are 

all important to create the individual and collective ‘reality’ through subjective and 
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collective remembering, as well as the ‘personal canon’ connected to the narrative story 

world. This creation is, in extension, affected by the Outlander-tours.224  

The motivation to read the books differ; some has always been intrigued by 

English/Scottish/Celtic history, myths and ‘magic’, some was recommended through 

their close friends or relatives, in turn recommending the book further to their other 

friends and relatives. To read the book and watch the show did, in all cases, increase the 

desire to go to Scotland in the purpose of visiting Outlander-related places, even if there 

was no initial desire to go there before being introduced by the narrative world. Some 

respondents did have a relationship to Scotland itself; respondent 6 having been married 

there, often visiting friends and going golfing, finally discovered a new way to reinterpret 

sites which were already familiar. Many also found new ways to reinterpret their 

identities; as respondent 8 described it, she “[..] fell through the stones and never wanted 

to return, [she] saw [her]self as a version of Claire with Jamie Fraser”, demonstrating how 

she is affectively engaged and not yet undergoing the process of identification – placing 

herself inside the fiction but still claiming her ‘own’ body and not Claire’s; the historical 

fiction being both part of yet separate from her present day identity.225 The respondent 

desires the experience and encounter of Outlander, and an intense affective experience 

connects them to temporally and spatially (and, in this case, fictionally) removed 

narratives, which they experience as themselves.226 

Three respondents (3, 4, and 11) have an extensively moving emotional bond to 

the books, having read them as an escape from immediate traumas they were going 

through. Respondent 4 was shorty hospitalized due to knee surgery, therefore having a 

lot of time on ‘her hands’ to finish the books quickly. Respondent 3 was hospitalized 

repeatedly, describing Outlander’s importance to her as a safe haven, as “Every time I 

was scared, I would think about Outlander and go away to a happy place [sic]”.227 She 

became dependent on Outlander to feel better, it being a big part of her healing and escape 

from a near-death experience and trauma. Since, she has created an ‘Outlander-room’, in 

which she has found her ‘happy-place’ where she can de-stress. In conclusion, she writes, 

“Outlander has completely changed my life”228, verbally proving the extensive and 

intense affect Outlander has on its readers/audiences, doing more than “[..] simply add 
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flesh and bones to the story” 229 – history (and historical fiction) is made meaningful.230 

Respondent 11 discovered the books while recovering from cancer in 2001 and found 

them an escape in a very difficult time.  

As respondent 11 did, and as the results of James Cateridge’s research shows, the 

introduction to the Outlander-narrative and the development of interest in Scottish history 

not only encouraged the respondents to partake in a physical journey to a new place, it 

also motivated them to research their own pasts, ancestors and heritage.231 Respondent 3 

has also researched her ancestry, finding out that “I am from the Isle of Lewis”.232 Even 

though it is her ancestors who are from the Isle of Lewis, not her, she perceives herself 

as immediately derived from and connected to the specific geographical space, the need 

for identifying with her ‘other’ past is strong enough to directly affect her present identity. 

Planning her next trip to Scotland, respondent 3 aims to visit the Isle of Lewis, a place 

which she would never have visited if it was not for her peaked interest in her ancestry; 

an ever important theme in the Outlander-novels and tv-series, something which James 

Cateridge concludes is emphasised by the time-traveling abilities of the fictional 

characters, which increases desire to physically travel to Scotland in search of your 

individual past.233 Having an ancestral ‘claim’ to the Scottish isles and the opportunity of 

emotionally possessing a piece of the historical narrative is, indeed, intriguing.  

An additional impact the Outlander-storyworld has had on many respondents is 

their extended friendship-ties, stretching all around the world. Four out of twelve 

respondents emphasise what new friendship-ties they have made through their Outlander-

journey. Connecting with people with the same interests is easy, the forums also showing 

an extensive collective community, the Facebook-group ‘Heughan’s Heughligans’, for 

example, having daily posts where they congratulate the members who wish to be 

congratulated, as well as designating posts to people who needs to feel support through 

‘thoughts and prayers’. The imagined community of fan-forums relies on communicative 

interactions like these, creating a social framework which both individual members and 

the whole group can interact through in their own quests for identity formation.234 

Friendship-ties and an open forum for communicating “[..] all the shared schemata, 

concepts, and codes which enables and shape collective remembering through symbolic 
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mediation, as well as the effects that the activity of remembering has on the mental 

dispositions predominant in a community [..]”235 seem important to the spreading reach 

of the Outlander-narrative and the fans’ ideas and perception of it, many respondents 

having been recommended to read the books from friends and relatives, and, in turn, 

further recommending it to others when having had a positive experience when 

connecting and being collected to the transmedial story world.236  

For example, ‘Heughan’s Heughligans’ as a collective are a part of the continuous 

process of recreating and remediating a cultural memory, mediating symbolic artefacts 

(historical fiction), creating “[..] communality across both space and time”.237 As stated 

before, the process of remembrance and forgetting in cultural memory helps individuals 

and communities to “reconfigure their relationship to the past and hence reposition 

themselves in relation to established and emergent memory sites”.238 The fans actively 

engage with the past through historical fiction, the participants of Outlander-tours 

extending this engagement to physical historical spaces in Scotland. In a sense, Outlander 

has spurred an engagement in memory sites which, if not re-invested in, could ‘die out’. 

The contemporary, subjective interests of Outlander-fans is what some of these historical 

heritage sites relies on, which also means they rely on the fictional narratives of the 

transmedial story world to maintain an extensive affect on their readers and audiences.239  

 

6.2.2 Charting the fan-experience 

 

“We felt so honoured to be able to sit on the same steps where Claire and Jenny 

sat and where Claire pined for Jamie to return. It was surreal! [..] I got to actually 

stand on the exact spot where Jamie and Claire verbally eviscerated each other 

and Jamie pleaded, ‘You’re tearing my guts out Claire!’ Unbelievable!”240 

 

Memory sites, or in this case, historical and heritage sites, become ‘alive’ through 

repeated media representations, Outlander being a remediated version of the past which 

‘converge and coalesce’ into a site of memory – creating and stabilising, reflecting and 

renewing the sites’ memory matter’s meaning and purpose.241 Respondent 11, quoted 
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above, demonstrates 

how an Outlander-fan 

– actively engaged and 

reinvested in both the 

fiction and historical 

narrative – reflects on, 

and renews, several 

heritage sites as they 

have been represented 

in remediated versions 

of the past. The quote also demonstrates the extent of the affect Outlander has had on 

their fans and their experience of Scotland. The tour caters to that craving for intimacy 

and closeness to a place, an event, or a person from the past, adding more than flesh and 

bones to the story.242  The affect of the tour extends a bodily engagement within an 

experience, the cognitive processes initiated resulting in making both fiction and history 

meaningful to an extent; the participant “[..] experience an intense affective encounter 

with lives and contexts at great temporal and spatial remove from their own lived 

experiences. Yet they do so as themselves”.243 

The respondents’ recount of their experience of Scotland and Outlander varies 

greatly, some not going into any lengths or depths, one respondent having been on a 

Scotland tour but not on the purposes of experiencing Outlander, even if she has been to 

sites connected to it. Thus, this section may turn to selectively ‘listen’ to a few of these 

which are extensive and most informative, however not forgetting the group of 

respondents as a ‘whole’. What I aim to interpret, and present, is the value of space and 

experience which is shown excellently in the quote above, and to chart the probable 

continuity and cohesion in the individual and/or collective fan-experience.  

I will start this section by presenting the general experiences described to me 

through the surveys, continuing in further subheadings to focus on other questions the 

respondents were asked. The fans who participated in my survey all did different 

Outlander-tours, ranging from one-day tours like the one I did, to week-long tours, or to 

self-guided tours with their self-created itinerary. Overall, the tour-participant aim to see 

the “[..] real places that I have read about”.244 Respondent 2 argues that she likes “[..] 
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visiting places I read about – both in fiction and nonfiction [sic]”.245 One respondent went 

on a tour which were only Outlander-‘inspired’, not Outlander-focused, which meant she 

had to do some extra stops by herself to complete her experience. This demonstrates that 

the ‘personal canon’ of the individual/collective ‘reality’ of the Outlander story world is 

too extensive to ‘fit in’ to a single tour-experience, which motivates further engagement 

and investment beyond the tours.246 Those who had been interested in Scotland since 

before Outlander found new values placed upon the landscape and historical spaces, one 

respondent also interested in “[..] how the camera captured certain aspects of the sites and 

not others”.247 This reflects the relationship between an individual or a group in 

relationship to the resources (heritage sites) they have to construct a ‘canon’, which 

position the fans “[..] in relation to culture, because emplacement is directly linked to 

bodily issues [..]”248, creating emotional engagement from the fan-body to the historical-

body, an object of their desire.249  

One thing is certain, the importance of the sensuous experience is palpable. It is 

felt through the physical material of the steps created by the film-production outside 

Midhope Castle. As the respondent quoted 

above explains, it was ‘surreal’. ‘Surreal’ is an 

interesting choice of words, since those stairs 

are not in any way authentic to the building 

itself, created only by the production-crew 

before shooting Outlander. It belongs to the 

historical site only because the visitor think it 

does.250 It is moulded concrete and plastic, but 

somehow it still feels ‘surreal’, because its 

value lies in the Outlander-experience, and it 

reflects memory-matter which has been made 

directly and physically  available to our 

sensuous experience.251 Even though the stairs 

convey some elusive and slippery information 
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Figure 16 Private picture, Moa Hågbäck. A 

popular photo-opportunity for Outlander-fans, 

Midhope Castle, 2019. 
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to its visitors, it is perceived and experienced as authentic to the fictional narrative of 

Outlander, and deemed authentic to that specific collective through ‘personal canon’.252  

Midhope Castle has an interesting relationship to the Outlander-fandom, 

considering its importance portraying Lallybroch, Jamie’s family home, which becomes 

Claire’s ‘safe-haven’ as well. As one respondent describes it; “Walking up to [Midhope 

Castle/Lallybroch] felt like coming home in a way [sic]”.253 The imagery of Lallybroch 

as a safe homestead is so affective it makes the visitor, who is completely separated from 

this space to begin with, become so emotionally and affectively attached to a heritage site 

through a fictive narrative and fictious characters they wear history as an affective, 

commodified, and exchangeable prosthetic bodily, referring mainly to that connectedness 

between the visitor and the historic space depending on the space working as a prosthetic 

‘limb’. The prosthetic nature of the relationship between the human body and the historic 

allows the visitor to interact and immerse him or herself with the physicality of the past; 

to come ‘home’ to a past which is not ‘theirs’ compared to what their actual home is.254  

We cannot transplant Midhope Castle/Lallybroch into our perceived ‘reality’ of home, 

but it can, prosthetically, feel like home, depending on our sensuous experience of the 

site.  

Midhope Castle only embodies Lallybroch because it is the space which 

Outlander mediated as such, being in the lowlands it would never have housed a Fraser 

of Lovat to begin with. In the case of Midhope, therefore, the visitor brings her 

transmedial storyworld to the space, reimagining, re-investing and re-representing it in a 

continuous process.255 Even though Midhope is located close to Edinburgh, Lallybroch 

being set in the highlands, the stairs being made out of artificial, modern, materials, the 

sensuous experience is ‘surreal’, and those who actually get the opportunity to stand 

where ‘they’ stood (i.e., the characters of Outlander), is to be seen as an honour. There is 

also a sadness, or mourning, aimed at the state of Midhope Castle; like Linlithgow Palace, 

it is merely an empty shell, and like Doune Castle, nothing has been filmed inside; “It 

was sad seeing such a beautiful castle abandoned and left to ruin next to a farm and a 

lovely house, which I’m sure wished they picked another castle [sic]”.256 Interacting with 
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a fictionalised materialisation of the past is, as stated before, a process of mourning 

something that can never be fully known, the emptiness of missing pieces for 

understanding the past will always imply its incompletion.257 Compared to the life given 

to Midhope Castle/Lallybroch in Outlander, the site one experiences is, in reality, quite 

saddening.  

The sensuous experience is not limited to Midhope Castle/Lallybroch, it 

encompasses the whole experience of both Outlander and Scotland. Upon her first travel 

to Scotland in 2010, respondent 11 partook in an Outlander-tour (not yet inspired by the 

filming-locations), which took her to Culloden battlefield amongst other historic places. 

Although meeting Diana Gabaldon herself was a given highlight, the most emotional 

experience was visiting Culloden; “Their interactive room (a recreation of the battle on a 

video projected on four walls) cause a great many tears”.258 Respondent 8, too, describes 

her sensuous experience of ‘seeing’ with her own eyes and body; “To feel the cold breeze, 

to hear the soft birds on Culloden, to smell the flowers and the hills. To make it real 

beyond imagination [sic]”. As stated in the background section, visitors of Culloden “[..] 

often arrive with a sense that they are already acquainted at least with what Culloden 

stood for and, for those with claims to Scottish ancestry, a sense of belonging”.259  

I would argue that those with affective and emotional, and without genealogical, 

claims to the Outlander- and Scottish historical narrative, also claim a sense of belonging 

at Culloden spurred by their prosthetic relationship to the historical fiction and the 

characters’ fates. Interpreted as to describe the Scotland-experience as well as the 

Outlander one, the visitor’s imagination is given the chance to roam free amongst such 

every day stuff as breezes and bird calls, giving the mind small, abstract, tools to create 

an imagery which is not possible to recreate watching the drama on-screen. However, the 

visual image of Culloden is one restored, its history being strewn with neglect and 

disrespect from the public, the site being reinforced properly in the 1900’s.260 Thus, the 

historical space is once more veiled in an artificial authenticity, but the authenticity of 

sensation, emotion and experience is satisfactory for the visitor’s needs.261 It is, yet again, 

important to realize the relativity of authenticity, due to the visual representations 
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produced to satisfy the rapid consumption of the past in contemporary society.262 

Consequently, “[..] we persuade ourselves that we unearth what in fact we fabricate”.263 

When asked what their ultimate Outlander-experience would be, no limits 

applied, five out of twelve wished to meet Sam Heughan, or the cast in general, even 

more so wanted to meet Jamie or the Fraser-family. Some were completely satisfied with 

the experience they had, one respondent seems to regret not having better access to Monty 

Python and the Holy Grail while visiting Doune Castle, though she does not explain why. 

There is some focus on timeframes and how limited the respondents were to their 

schedule, not having had the time to see more places, or the places they were wanting to 

see being too far off geographically to spend time on. There is also interest in being 

immersed in the 18th century life with re-enactment (“I’d like to dress up and live a day 

in the 18th century [sic]”264), or by watching others re-enact more theatrically for the 

visitors (“I would have loved to see some historical teen actors at the castles or other 

places”265). This demonstrates the need for play and playfulness when experiencing 

something that is irretrievably ‘other’, seeking an immersion which concretise the 

intenseness and vividness of the visitor’s experience.266 Whatever their dream experience 

would be, most agree on the point in wanting to have more time to experience, no itinerary 

seeming to be completely satisfactory. My expectations were that the respondents would 

be more extensively interested in an immersive experience such as respondent 5 

describes, and that the majority of the respondents would want to meet Sam Heughan, or 

possibly a real-life Jamie Fraser. I was a bit taken back with these results, considering the 

initial twenty or so minutes of T2 focused on discussing where Jamie was, giving the 

Outlander-tour a sense of being a ‘search’ for Jamie Fraser.  

 

6.2.2.1 The historical and the fictional 

The experience of the historical and the fictional is, according to the respondents, equally 

sharing the space in an Outlander-tour. When asked to choose what they mainly 

experienced on their journey (the Outlander-narrative, or Scottish history), eleven 

respondents answered both , while the reimaging one respondent answered Scottish 

history and heritage alone. In addition to the multiple-choice questions, I wanted the 
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respondents to elaborate on their choice in the next questions, where I aimed to create a 

further understanding of their experience.  

Respondent 2’s recollection of her experiences in Scotland is both Outlander and 

Scottish history intermingled. On the one hand, “We also stood in the actual filming 

sights/re-enacted film sequences, so now when you re-watch the TV episodes, you have 

the ‘I was right there’ feeling/experience [sic]”267, and on the other “Learned about 

standing stones and Neolithic peoples and Viking history on Orkney”268. The historical 

and fiction ‘there’ is experienced as being brought ‘here’, the ‘there’ being temporally 

shifted so the visitor can have a sensory, interactive, experience with it.269 This blurring 

of temporal and spatial borders of the past impacts the visitor’s cultural/historical 

consciousness.270 Respondent 3 recalls her experiences of both Outlander and non-

Outlander related heritage sites; “I was lucky and able to get the best of both worlds”271, 

of both the authentic, the artificial, and the authentically artificial. An additional aspect 

to add to the reflections of experience depends on who one is traveling with. Respondent 

4 had a tour equally divided between Outlander and factual history and her companion 

was not as big of an Outlander-fan as her since she had only seen a few episodes. Her 

perception is that her friend enjoyed the tour as much as her, interestingly demonstrating 

that the historical site can ‘stand’ without the fiction. Alike respondent 4, respondent 12 

went on her journey with her historically interested husband, which would enhance the 

historical experience for both of them.  

Interestingly, respondent 6 reflects on the relationship between the historical site 

and the fiction as something that  

 

“[..] exists only in the imagination, but it is a powerful relationship, nonetheless. 

[..] It is possible to feel sorrow for the characters of Claire and Jamie when one 

sees the Fraser memorial stone, but it is impossible not to feel overwhelming 

sorrow at the magnitude of the memorial. You are walking on a path and are 

surrounded by unmarked graves and the remains of those who lost the battle. The 

story of Jamie and Claire is magnified by the experience”.272  

                                                 
267 Quote by respondent 2, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
268 Quote by respondent 2, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
269 Dicks, Bella (2007) p. 3.  
270 Dicks, Bella (2007) p. 13.  
271 Quote by respondent 3, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
272 Quote by respondent 6, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
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This shows an extensive self-evaluating experience, in which the affective engagement 

to a sensuous experience is provoked or challenged, causing a moment of interruption in 

which the participator is allowed self-evaluation. Thus, the fictional historical narrative 

is capable of provoking and develop someone’s “[..] historical thinking and historical 

consciousness”.273 This could lead to knowing how and why one is affected by the 

environment and the fictional narratives which has been draped around them by both 

books and tv-series, by imagined characters and fates, as observed in the quoted 

respondent above. The relationship of fiction and fact is, by interpreting respondent 6’s 

reflections, in a sense, beneficial for both; the fictional characters allows the visitor to 

become emotionally invested in a site which he or she did not have a connection to before, 

and in turn, the connection felt at that site enhances, or magnifies, previous affect created 

by the fiction. The human imagination creates a stronger bond to heritage sites through 

the use of fictional mediation, and the experience of the physical space creates a stronger 

bond to said fictional narrative, in a sense, creating a prosthetic link between them. And, 

as respondent 9 reflects; “Because Outlander is historical fiction, there’s a great amount 

of history rooted in the story. I found that wandering through Scotland, I could marry both 

the Outlander-aspects and the history of the country itself”.274 Respondent 12 feels the 

same way about the fiction and the fact, “[..] it is hard to separate the two as many of the 

Outlander sites either are historical in themselves or were used to represent an historical 

place”.275  

When asked how much value they put on the ‘actual’ history when visiting the 

sites connected with Outlander, the respondents overwhelmingly vouched for the 

importance of history as almost surpassing the fiction, Outlander often being implied to 

be the ‘cherry on-top’. Many respondents, however, thought that the ‘actual’ history and 

Outlander became hard to tell apart, the lines between fact and fiction blurring, the 

experience possibly having a large impact on their historical and cultural 

consciousness.276 Moreover, Outlander is very dependent on history itself, without it, it 

could not exist as respondent 5 reflects, as well as the fact that Outlander is just a small 

part of a much larger historical narrative and in part a remediation of several earlier 

                                                 
273 Landsberg, Alison (2015) p. 35-36, 59.  
274 Quote by respondent 9, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
275 Quote by respondent 12, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
276 Dicks, Bella (2007) p. 13.  
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interpretations of history.277 Several respondents also emphasise the value of the tour 

guide’s historical knowledge, as it is that source of information which is easily accessible 

to them during their interactions with the historical space; “Within the first day of 

realizing our tour guide was AMAZINGLY KNOWLEDGEABLE [respondent’s 

emphasis], I started tapping into his brain every chance I got”278 and “[..] our tour guide 

was VERY [respondent’s emphasis] knowledgeable on Scottish history so they made it 

very real as we were touring”279.  

 

6.2.2.2 The material remembrance of the experience 

 

Since the purposes of this study is to interpret the material experience of Outlander and 

Scotland, I also wanted to concern myself with the material memories the tour-

participants has brought home from that experience. Gift shops in castles, palaces and 

strewn across Edinburgh’s royal mile invites the tourist to buy a ‘piece’ of Scotland to 

bring home – something which represents an abstract piece of memory in physical form, 

with which the buyer can experience the fantasy of owning a piece of the heritage, 

sparking a further engagement to the past in which the visitor is central to the site’s 

purpose and development.280 12 out of 12 respondents bought non-Outlander related 

                                                 
277 For reference, see section 3, ‘Jacobites, historical narratives and genealogical tourism’. Or, for 

example, Gold, John Robert & Gold, Margaret M. ”The Graves of the Gallant Highlanders”: Memory, 

Interpretation and Narratives of Culloden. History & Memory. Vol.19 No.1 (2007) s. 5-38.  
278 Quote by respondent 11, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
279 Quote by respondent 4, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
280 De Groot, Jerome (2016a) p. 298-301. 
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souvenirs and took general photographs of the sites to materialise their experience, 

demonstrating how the visitor ‘gaze’ upon the heritage site as a tourist. And, thus, the 

heritage site becomes a spectacle which one can claim ‘ownership’ to through, for 

example, photography.281 A further 9-10 out of 12 respondents brought home maps, 

flyers, brochures and books focusing on Scotland and its history and heritage, as opposed 

to the 8 respondents who brought home maps, flyers, and brochures concerning Outlander 

and 3 respondents who bought books concerning Outlander.  

Furthermore, in contrast to 12 out of 12 buying non-Outlander related souvenirs, 

there were only 8 respondents who bought Outlander-related souvenirs, as well as the 6 

respondents who took photographs recreating Outlander scenes besides the general 

photographs from the sites (12 out of 12). The ‘Other’ option was available to the 

respondent if he or she needed to further explain their choices, but there was, 

unfortunately, only two respondents who elaborated in that box. One of the respondents, 

however, explained that her trip to Scotland resulted in her buying more material stuff 

than she had ever done on vacation before. This is a result of my limitations of using 

Typeform as a survey-tool. Since I was limited to ten questions, I aimed to have had all 

my respondents filling in the ‘Other’ box with further outlines of reflections on buying 

materialistic stuff. This has seemingly failed, since I am now left with mere numbers – 

without the qualitative motivations of the participants behind them. 

However, these numbers can be interpreted to tell me something – the result shows 

that an overwhelming majority does not focus on Outlander-themed souvenirs or 

memorabilia after all. If the ‘Other’ box is excluded, since it did not fulfil its initial 

purpose, it leaves me with eight other options. As I previously explained, the question 

was a multiple-choice type. There is, still, a 50/50 divide, the top four chosen alternatives 

being non-Outlander related memorabilia, and the bottom four alternatives being 

Outlander related. I was, to be honest, quite astonished with only half of the respondents 

recreating scenes from the show at the sites. This was an option which I thought would 

be done by all. Category 5 and 6 still proves that two thirds invested in some kind of 

material memory with an Outlander theme, which is, even if the number is lower than 

that of the general history of Scotland, still not a bad result.  

 

                                                 
281 Hogan, Jackie (2011) p. 170.  
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The materialisation of Outlander found in 

castle gift shops and souvenir shop generally 

did not differ at any length. I saw the same 

keychains, coasters, scarves (coloured 

according to the Fraser tartan of the tv-series), 

tote bags and coffee mugs at every site I 

visited on the tour. The products seen in figure 

17 might be some of the items 8 of the 

respondents took home. I took some objects 

with me home, amongst which is the Pitkin’s 

Outlander’s Scotland (implying some kind of 

ownership and transcendence of Outlander 

over Scotland), costing me 6.00£. The cover 

says: “Follow in the footsteps of Claire and 

Jamie and discover a land of love, battles and 

adventure”282, implying that by possessing the book, one also possess the means of 

experiencing the Outlander-narrative sensuously and physically – uncovering or 

unlocking some hidden meaning of the narrative, as yourself. The booklet’s purpose is to 

serve its reader with the ins and outs of discovering and experiencing Outlander, guiding 

its reader to places of value to the story world and emphasising their personal connection 

and interest to them. “Edinburgh is full of museums that help illuminate the historical 

facts behind the Outlander stories”283 the booklet informs its reader, also demonstrating 

that there is a layering to the different bodies (factual and fictional), the fact being what 

supports the top layer of fiction – the one which apparently matters more and carries an 

increasing value to the materialisation of Scottish history and heritage. On the (free) 

Outlander film locations map produced by Visit Scotland there is a somewhat similar 

discourse concerning the layers of value to the fact and the fiction; “[..] this fascinating 

world of standing stones, romantic castles and sweeping scenery was inspired by real 

places and heritage. [..] Follow this map and discover the sites in Scotland that double for 

the fictional land of Claire and Jamie”.284  According to the map, too, the fictional world 

of Outlander is supported by the ‘real places and heritage’. 

                                                 
282 Taplin, Phoebe (2018), front cover.  
283 Taplin, Phoebe (2018), p. 10.  
284 Outlander film locations map, Visit Scotland, Historic Environment Scotland. No year on print, 

however given to me during my trip to Scotland in 2019.   

Figure 17 Private picture, Moa Hågbäck. The 

display of Outlander-souvenirs generally looked 

and offered the same products, Blackness Castle, 

2019. 
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6.2.3 Concluding analysis on fan-embodiment 

By having charted the respondent’ relationship to the Outlander-franchise as well as their 

experiences of the journeys they made I aim to answer the second question at issue; How 

is said tours interpreted by visitors through their bodily/emotional experiences? Questions 

nine and ten, the two final ones, aimed to summarise what the respondent’s experience 

did to their historical consciousness and embodiment, and, thus, they will be the main 

basis of the concluding analysis of this section. When asked of the importance of, and if 

the tour formed a deeper understanding for, the Outlander-universe or for Scotland’s 

history, a majority answered both. The experiences consisted of the enjoyment of 

experiencing Outlander with fellow fans, and “[..] the details of the Scottish history”.285 

Respondent 3 described it as equally important to her; “Seeing where Outlander was 

filmed and learning about Scottish history made me feel even closer to the Outlander-

universe as well as my own family history [sic]”.286  

Respondent 4 express the same relationship, in addition the resonate state of the 

historical space she experienced. There is also the argument of developing a further 

emotional bond to the country and its history, as respondent 5, 8, and 11 reflects – both 

the history and the fiction becomes alive, offering the visitor “[..] visual images that will 

be with me for a lifetime”.287 Partly, fiction is what is helping us keep history alive in a 

creative and innovative way.288 In addition, to be affected by a narrative is also linked to 

the self-feeling of being alive, giving ‘life’ to history, fiction and the visitor/participant.289 

The visual and interactive display which makes history come alive at these heritage sites 

also make them more immediately accessible and authentic, since they emphasise the 

sensory drama through display. The site may not bring back the dead and past times, but 

the place can be resurrected through methods of affect.290  

The details of the history, the knowledgeable guide, the stories and the histories 

of location and landscape all ties into the ‘ bigger’ narrative of Scotland, adding to both 

the Outlander and Scottish experience. To conclude the answers of question nine, 

respondent 12 argues that “It’s all about the emotional connections and being immersed 

in the story and once you have been there, re-watching the show becomes an experience 

                                                 
285 Quote by respondent 1, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
286 Quote by respondent 3, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
287 Quote by respondent 11, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
288 Southgate, Beverley (2014) p. 10.  
289 Ticineto Clough, Patricia & Halley, Jean (2007) p. 2.  
290 Dicks, Bella (2007) p. 122-123, 125.  
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you have shared with the characters [sic]”.291 This turns to the concept of shared memory 

as being something which occurs not only between the fans of the Outlander-story world, 

but with the fictional characters which are portrayed in the books and tv-series, in which 

everyone partakes in dictating what is remembered as well as how they are reconfigured 

and retold.292 Remembrance is, thus, affected both by individual, collectives, their 

relationship to the past, and their relationship to fiction. In conclusion, both the Outlander 

‘story’ as well has the general history of Scotland, or anywhere, are affected by the 

collective’s first-hand experience of a shared memory and space, resulting in an 

emotional connection to the larger narrative, which is enhanced, and the self-reflexive 

consciousness broadened. 

The final question, question 10, wanted the respondents to reflect on what the tour 

embodied (made something visible and physical to the onlooker) to them.  

 

“While I was at some sites it was a visceral experience. Kitchen area at Leoch, 

prison area where the whipping area was [Fort William/Blackness Castle], 

Lallybroch was especially amazing. I was giddy as we drove up, breathless 

walking up the driveway towards the arch. [sic]”293 

 

While not explicitly explaining what the tour embodied to her, the respondent indicates 

that the Outlander-narrative was embodied before her, in a visceral experience, occurring 

within her. Respondent 5 further develops this reasoning, reflecting on how hearing Sam 

Heughan’s voice in the Doune Castle audio-guide made her feel like she was there in the 

narrative, Heughan embodying the fictional Jamie, Outlander and the history of Scotland 

itself. Several respondents, there amongst respondent 5, also reflects on the feeling of 

going back in time; “Outlander was in your head and you ‘went back’ a little. When I 

heard him through the headphones, I could just close my eyes and imagine you were in 

the Outlander-space, the other stuff was more the historic-space [sic]”.294 Fictionalised 

engagement has the ability to give the past a body in the present which we can interact 

with, even if it implies the unknowability of the past. The materialised object is still a 

cornerstone to our understanding of the past itself, allowing for a time-slip, a movement 

of sensory experience of affect which respondent 5 describes. This ‘physical’ encounter 

                                                 
291 Quote by respondent 12, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
292 Harvey, Colin B. (2015) p. 34. 
293 Quote by respondent 1, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
294 Quote by respondent 5, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
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allowed her, a resident of the present, to journey into both the ‘Outlander-space’ and the 

‘historic-space’.295   

Respondent 9 explains the same experience of time ‘slipping’ as “There were 

times when I felt like I was not in 2018 anymore. Being immersed in the middle of a 

castle and wandering through sites I’ve only seen related to the 18th century, there were 

times I felt as if I was not in my present time”296, and respondent 11 “[..] felt like I was 

back in time, experiencing a piece of history. It wasn’t about the Outlander characters of 

the Outlander plot. It was like Scotland itself was connecting with me, like a magnet. [..] 

I feel like Scotland is calling me ‘home’”.297 Respondent 12 described Edinburgh, 

Falkland and Culross as being like an ‘Outlander theme park’, because “[..] they look just 

like they do on the show”298, rendering the experience to that of the same as the characters 

in the plot.  

There is some division – yet still cohesion – in what the tour has embodied to the 

individual respondents, which to me only proves how very individual the experienced site 

is to those who visits it, since;  

a) an affective engagement and experience take place within the individual, creating 

a bodily response to a lived, real, experience.299 To be affected by a narrative or a 

memory-site puts the visitor at a temporal/spatial distance, implying that he or she 

remains in his or her own individual body; the encounter is experienced as 

themselves.300 And, 

b) The event and experience are supposedly authentic to the perceived reality of  each 

individual tourist. Memory sites’ ‘authentic’ value lies first and foremost in the 

individual’s experience of them.301  

 

What they do all have in common, is that they somehow have the sensuous experience of 

leaving their present to go ‘back’ to something other. I would not want to call it ‘the past’, 

because the sensuous experience of the past cannot be recreated as such – it is our 

perception or desirable vision of the past, in this case affected by the historical fiction of 

Outlander. Our desire to recreate and experience the past and fiction sensuously also 

                                                 
295 De Groot, Jerome (2016b) p. 89-90. 
296 Quote by respondent 9, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
297 Quote by respondent 11, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
298 Quote by respondent 12, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
299 Landsberg, Alison (2015) p. 19–20.  
300 Landsberg, Alison (2015) p. 33.  
301 Melotti, Marxiano (2011) p. 16, 18–19.  
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results in us altering it to bring forth the illusion of authenticity; “[..] we fail to see how 

much of today we put in the past. [..] we persuade ourselves that we unearth what in fact 

we fabricate”.302 The heritage site and historical/fictional space is profoundly affected by 

its visitors only through the knowing of it – by doing so, we act upon its physical memory, 

the act of recognition deciding and altering what survives, renegotiating both its 

appearance and meaning.303 Craving the physicality of the Outlander-story world also 

means simulating it, pushing us further away from the ‘natural’ state of historical 

authenticity.304 One thing is certain, when entering the Outlander or historical space, there 

is a kind of temporal and spatial shift in the physical embodied space which is beyond the 

real and authentic.  

Considering Sam Heughan and Jamie Fraser, the romanticism of Outlander is also 

a theme of embodiment to the respondents. The tour brings one closer to the characters 

and their experiences, but “[..] it also showed us once again that there is something 

magical about the history of the place”.305 Respondent 11, who feels like Scotland is 

calling her ‘home, “[..] can’t get the place out of [her] head or [her] heart”.306 There is, in 

the Outlander-fandom, an extensive focus on the (romantic) personal, and therefore 

individual, emotional connection to the geographical, historical, fictional, and thus, 

materialised, space. The value put in the space and on the experience shows some 

continuity and cohesion across the community of Outlander-fans and their individual and 

collective fan-experience. Connected to the emotional/bodily experience of space is the 

sense of ‘belonging’ somewhere, their emotional and bodily experience encompasses the 

whole set of sites visited as spaces in which they ‘belong’. The sense of belonging is 

emphasised and exercised by the authenticity of sensation connected to the sites, as well 

as the emotional experience which is the results of a visitor’s needs being satisfactorily 

met.307  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
302 Lowenthal, David (2015) p. 497-498.  
303 Lowenthal, David (2015) p. 411.  
304 Dicks, Bella (2007) p. 9. 
305 Quote by respondent 6, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
306 Quote by respondent 11, Outlander-tour survey, 2019.  
307 Melotti, Marxiano (2011) p. 15, 11–12.  
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7 Wearing the prosthetic: the real and the virtual 

This last section aims to, by reflecting on the second block of questions at issue, take the 

form of a conclusion and final discussion of the main results and analysis presented above. 

To conclude, the meaning fiction and history places on heritage-sites, as well as the 

visitors themselves, will be discussed as reflecting how the contemporary experiences  

with the past renegotiates our relationship to it. These questions have been nudged at 

within section 6. However, my aim is to concretise my thoughts on these further. It is 

through reflecting and drawing further learning from the embodiment and interpretations 

of Outlander-tours and the fan-experience I aim to debate what happens at the intersection 

between the real and the virtual, the authentic and artificial. 

The aim and purpose of this study was to analyse the processes and elements of 

the recreation of historical space between transmedia audiences and narratives of the past 

and heritage sites. This was achieved through observing how the fictionalised mediations 

of history, which gave further dimensions of affective engagement to its audience in 

immersive participation and playfulness, revealing what contemporary relationship 

collective audiences have to the then and now, the ‘there’ and ‘here’. As shown in the  

interpretations made above, the individual Outlander-tourist possesses larger pieces of 

the historical body with which they can satisfy their own personal needs for sensory 

experience. The ‘body’ of history is commodified; since the mass media remediations of 

collective and cultural memories renegotiates how we interact, remember and reinvest in 

it. I wanted to investigate how the transmedial story world of Outlander, together with its 

dedicated fans, recreated Scotland’s historical heritage sites through further extensions of 

guided tours, creating new, prosthetic, histories and historical consciousness. I therefore 

participated in two tours myself and conducted in depth surveys to understand the 

contemporary interplay between materialised and physical history, fiction, and embodied 

space through theories concerning memory, consumption of history, affect, body, 

prosthetics and transmedia.  

How is fiction and history placed upon heritage-sites? What interpretations does 

the visitor place upon it? The answer to these questions ties in with the results of both my 

field studies and my survey results; I both observed and read others’ recollection of this  

meaning/memory making at the sites the tours singled out. The meaning of fiction within 

the historical space increases at the same rate which popular culture affect the cultural 

memory of contemporary society and the collectives which forms around these 

remediations of the past. The individual knowing the place or space for what it is through 
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fiction also gives the historical body its meaning because of fiction, it is dependent on 

popular remediations to survive in the memory culture of the masses. Doune Castle in 

particular is seen to embrace this fact as something inevitable and necessary – their 

exhibition is in majority based off of works of fiction and their impact and affect on the 

site. Nobody would have visited Midhope Castle if it was not for its imagery of 

Lallybroch, Blackness Castle would not have received over 50,000 visitors in 2018 if it 

was not for the ‘Outlander-effect’. Surely, these facts could be seen as an eyesore on the 

value of history as is to many scholars, but it does not necessarily have to be so. The 

present craves this interaction and re-investment to keep history and heritage sites alive 

and resurrected, the high value of fiction the Outlander-visitor places upon these bodies 

of stones and soil are what keeps them from diminishing or becoming devoid of any 

substance at all.  

And, in the end, the Outlander-tour does extend the visitors’ emotional and bodily 

experience of both the fictional and historical narrative, and that very much reflects our 

contemporary relationship to the past. 11 of the respondents felt like they had interacted 

with both history and fiction, proving that the tour and the experience does not detach 

fiction from history or history from fiction. However, the emphasis was put differently, 

some saw the history as the ‘extra detail’, while some thought Outlander was the ‘cherry-

on-top’; proving more than anything that the emotional and bodily experience of space 

and narrative is highly individual when working under affect. If anything, many 

respondents showed cohesion in their experience of heightened interest in the actual 

history, at the same time as their experience on site brought them ‘closer’ to the 

Outlander-narrative, its plot and characters. When watching the series again, one 

respondent recollected how she could recognize herself within the narrative, being a part 

of the mediated space.  

This demonstrates not only a need to have an intimate relationship to a fiction but 

could also reflect how we crave the lost intimacy of the past – an intimacy only achieved 

by Claire through time-travel, a fantasy for many. To travel through the stones like Claire, 

not as Claire (the difference lying in between affect and identification), is a common 

theme of discussion in the Outlander-fan groups on Facebook – they all follow the same 

line: what would you do if you fell through the stones like Claire? How would you manage 

as yourself in the 18th century? The would-be time traveller wants to unravel the past, 

experience history first-hand and not within someone else’s ‘shoes’; otherwise, the 
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sensuous and bodily experience of the past would not, to contemporary standards, be 

authentic.  

This is not, however, possible. What are we left with? In this case, ‘wearing’ 

history as a prosthetic limb. This merges further into the final question to reflect; What 

happens at the intersection between the real and the virtual, the authentic and the 

artificial? The prosthetic is an exchangeable, commodified, limb of history which, instead 

of time-travel, allows an individual to move between the real and the virtual, the authentic 

and the artificial. It embodies the fluidity of materialism Marxiano Melotti discusses, 

making something gain a visual and sensuous consistency in a society which works 

through rapid, fleeting sensations. Wearing the prosthetic, like ‘coming home’ to 

Lallybroch/Midhope Castle, immerses the visitor into the ‘otherness’ of the past through 

a virtual experience; ‘coming home’ becomes the encounter with both the real and the 

virtual, the authentic and the artificial.308 Experiencing a site bodily and emotionally is 

about experiencing the artificially authentic and authentically artificial. The true 

authenticity is not necessarily within the heritage site as it is within the visitor’s perception 

of reality, and authenticity is, thus, relative.309  

The ‘authentic’ milieu of heritage-sites supplies the setting for the virtual – the 

fictional narrative of Outlander – making, at the same time, both Outlander more ‘real’ 

and history more ‘virtual’.  By bringing the ‘there’ here, by meeting the material demand 

of the Outlander-fans, the temporal and spatial distance alters, and therefore also the 

perception of reality and the virtual, of authenticity and artificiality.310 Outlander’s 

fictionality lends a virtual and artificial lens to the real and authentic history of Scotland 

– the Outlander-experience a tourist is searching for transforms the historical space to 

satisfy their expectations of sensory experience.311 By ‘gazing’ at the ‘real’, the heritage-

site, the visitor also stimulates the presence of the ‘virtual’. The more we crave the past 

or its fiction, the further we simulate it, expanding the distance between what is 

‘real’/authentic and what is ‘virtual’/artificial by trying to compress their differences.312 

This is the basis of which the wearing of the prosthetic ‘limb’ of history works on; Within 

the sensory experience and the physical encounter, conforming and moulding itself to us 

bodily through affect, the possession of it advantageously does not disrupt our body’s 

                                                 
308 Melotti, Marxiano (2011) p. 5–7. 
309 Melotti, Marxiano (2011) p. 15–17. 
310 Dicks, Bella (2007) p. 3.  
311 Dicks, Bella (2007) p. 4.  
312 Dicks, Bella (2007) p. 9. 
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integrity.313 The prosthetic is, in this theory,  the symbol of the interconnectedness of 

authentic and artificial, giving material form to the complex relationship between the 

real/authentic and the virtual/artificial, the history and the fiction. And, in the end, the 

contemporary human body’s encounter with the visitable historical space.  

 

*** 

 

When sitting with my back against the windows of the Red Coat café at Edinburgh Castle, 

I can still, on a clear day, see the mountains and rolling hills of the highlands through the 

mirrored walls opposite to me; I do not have to look directly at the landscape. 

Experiencing Outlander is much like this – only an immediate, contemporary, reflection 

and remediation of what the heritage is, looking at it but not directly at it. Looking for 

something beyond both the authentic and the artificial, I am mourning the loss of 

searching for an experience I will never get.  

 

7.1 Future research 

I am currently working towards developing this project further into a PhD project, in 

which I aim to extend the field I observed and the surveys I created in this essay. What I 

realised while I was visiting Scotland earlier this year was that the project I have been 

working on this spring semester only scratches the surface of a much bigger sequence of 

events and processes at play in Scotland. It is not only Outlander as a popular culture 

product which affects the Scotland-experience, it is still Monty Python’s the Holy Grail, 

it is still Braveheart, and recently, it has become Outlaw King and Mary Queen of Scots 

as well. Known as a nation exceeding in myths and legend, contemporary investments in 

Scotland’s historical heritage is still in the interest of the public. In the prospect of a PhD 

project I would see myself return to Scotland for a longer duration of time, in which I can 

further observe and interpret these cultural influences on popular memory and public 

historical consciousness.  

 

  

                                                 
313 Blackman, Lisa (2012) p. 11–12. 
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Appendix B Survey questions 

1. I identify as… 

a. .. female 

b. .. male  

c. Other (free-text option)  

2. My age is approximately… 

a. 15-20 

b. 21-30 

c. 31-40 

d. 41-50 

e. 51-60 

f. 61-70 

g. 71-80 

h. 81-90 

i. 91-100 

 

3. Please, tell me about your relationship to the Outlander-franchise as well as the 

experience of your Outlander-tour. Be as lengthy as you want, the more detail 

the better.  

Some guidance: did the book come into your life before the tv-series, or the other way 

around? If you can, rank them as 1,2,3 etc. When did you decide to go to Scotland? Where 

did you go? Who did you meet? Which part was the best? Most importantly, why did you 

go? 

 

4. Is there something that could have made your experience better or more 

authentic/genuine? Dream away - what would your ultimate Outlander 

experience be? 

 

5. Looking back, did you mainly experience the Outlander narrative, or were you 

interacting with Scottish history and heritage in general?  

Continues in question 4 

a. The Outlander narrative 

b. Scottish history and heritage 

c. Both 



  
 

III 

6. (Continuation of question 3) If you have answered any of the options on question 

3, please elaborate your choice here. 

 

7. How much did you value the "actual" history as opposed to the sites' 

connections with Outlander? From a scale of 1-10, how much did history 

matter to you? Did it change from before to after the tour?  

If it didn't matter that much to you, that is a very interesting answer for me as well! 

 

8. Did you bring any material memories with you home?  

You can select several options here and fill in something you feel is missing in the "other" 

box. If you feel like you have an important explanation to make concerning your choices, 

you can put that in the "other" box as well. For example: "I only recreated one scene from 

Outlander, but I took hundreds of photos of the historical sites".  

 

a. Photographs recreating Outlander scenes 

b. Photographs from the sites 

c. Outlander-related souvenirs 

d. Non-Outlander-related souvenirs 

e. Books concerning Outlander 

f. Books concerning Scottish history and heritage 

g. Maps, flyers and brochures concerning Outlander 

h. Maps, flyers and brochures concerning Scotland 

i. Other 

 

9. Is attending an Outlander-tour important to form a deeper understanding of 

the Outlander universe? Or is it forming a deeper understanding of Scotland's 

history? Both? Why was it important to you? 

 

10. In terms of embodiment (making something visible and physical to the 

onlooker), what did the tour embody for you?  

Did it embody the characters? The narrative? Did you feel like you were in an Outlander-

space or historical space when participating in the tour? Or both? Did it change 

throughout the tour? If so, how/when? Please explain your thoughts. 

 
 


